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Spain semester joins
study abroad options
By Alessandra Griffiths
staff writer

_^_____

Beginning next fall, JMU students
will have the opportunity to spend a
semester in Spain.
Like the programs in England, France
and Italy, the program in Spain will be
open to all students. Salamanca, a
two-hour train ride from Madrid, has
been chosen as the location, with the
University of Salamanca as the
academic base.
The studies abroad committee
approved the program this semester and
is now is organizing and planning the
program. "I want the entire student
body interested in going," said Dr.
Ralph Cohen, director of Studies
Abroad.
The Semester in London, which
began in fall 1979, consistently has
been the most popular. However, the
Semester in Paris, started in 198S, and
the program in Florence, Italy, started
last year, are gaining popularity.
"This semester, 55 students are in
Europe in either of the three programs,"
Cohen said. "By 1989, we hope to
reach the peak of the program and have
100 students in Europe per semester."
The Salamanca program is open to 25
students.
The new program will be established
with the same philosophy as the other
three programs abroad — to learn not

only in the classroom but through
experiences as well, Cohen said.
"We take an activist approach in the
program and we want to unify all
aspects of the country in order to
provide a unified experience of the
place," he said. "We don't want to leave
it all to osmosis."
Many students who go abroad are not
language majors or minors, "but they
figure a language will give them a
chance to have a more interesting
career," Cohen said. "It will offer an
opportunity to get away from the
typical 48-hour-a-week desk job."
Also, foreign cities are highly
educational, Cohen said. "Cities are like
books, and we take the students through
the book just like we do in
undergraduate courses."
The foreign language department has
been involved with many of the details
concerning the new program. Dr.
Donald Corbin, head of the foreign
languages and literatures department,
said in order for the program to be
established, it had to be approved by the
studies abroad committee.
"We saw that many students were
interested and so we prodded and pushed
until the committee accepted the
proposal," Corbin said. "This particular
program is meant to ... be a total
emersion — a full load of courses, the
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Surf's up
As the weather warmed up this week, freshman Mark Whittington took advantage of a nearby skateboard ramp.

See SPAIN page 2 >

Military students could get in-state tuition rate
By Kyra Scarton
editor

__

Senior Kal Tyler pays out-of-state tuition while her
brother, a sophomore at Virgina Tech, pays in-state
tuition.
Their father, an Army colonel, has been based in
Virginia for the past seven years. However, he still
pays taxes to Florida.
When Tyler's brother was classified as a Virginian
for college rates, she started seeking in-state tuition
rates at JMU. "That's what got my parents going,"
said Tyler, whose father is stationed with the Armed

Today's
dream

Forces Staff College in Norfolk.
Tyler started to seek Virginia rates as a junior, but
couldn't get the same break as her brother. She is not
sure why the two are classified differently.
Each year, JMU receives about 30 requests for
in- stale tuition from students whose parents are in the
military. Under state law, students who are spouses
or dependents of military personnel stationed in
Virginia are required to pay out-of-state rates.
But all that could change.
Under a Virginia General Assembly bill proposed
by Del. Alan Diamonstcin (D-Newport News), those
students could become eligible for a tuition break.

The daughter of the late Martin
Luther King, Jr. spoke here Monday
as part of Black History Month.

NCAA
bound?

The bill calls for in-state tuition for military spouses
and dependents.
Eligibility would be at each school's discretion.
Over the weekend, the bill passed the House of
Delegates with a 70-26 vote. This morning, the bill
faces the Senate's Education and Health Committee.
"This is an institutional choice," said Dr. Lawrence
Dotolo, director of the Virginia Tidewater
Consortium for Continuing Higher Education. "What
we've done is remove the barrier of the slate if the
bill passes."
See TUITION page 2 >

With a 16-6 record, JMU head
coach John Thurston hesitantly is
looking toward post-season play.
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Spain
► (Continued from page ))

language^ culture, art, political science and history."
The program's planners considered several options
for a program in a Spanish-speaking country before
choosing Salamanca. "We thought the best thing to
inaugurate a program in the Spanish-speaking world
would be Spain," he said. The committee also
considered Madrid and Pamplona.
"We chose Salamanca because it is the cultural
giant of Spain, almost equivalent to Florence in
Italy," Corbin said. "It is not the capital nor the
largest city of Spain, but it is a cultural capital which
attracts an intcmaiiona! group of students and we
wanted to be a part of it"
In the past, students who were interested in going
to Spain have gone through the programs at the
University of Virginia or other schools, "so why not
have it right here," Corbin said.
Students who go abroad share special experiences,
he said. "When students come back, they arc such a
close group, having spent four months together, that

they continue to get together and just partySpanish instructor Carmenza Kline, next semester s
director in Spain and who helped push for the
program, said. "I feel that a program in Spain is \ er>
important because of the Hispanic culture found
within the American society. If we can have a good
program in Florence, London and Pans, we can have
a good program in Salamanca too.
"We must remember that Spanish is the second
language of the United Slates and there are more
opportunities for students when they are bilingual and
have been exposed to another culture."
Those selected for the Spain program should be
"students that really want to make a commitment and
want to go to Spain to absorb and learn all about the
culture by learning both the positive and negative
aspects of the Spanish culture and realizing that the
American culture also counts with positive and
negative characteristics." Kline said.
Unlike the other three programs, students going to
Spain will stay with families and attend classes at the
university itself. After going to Spain with a pilot

program of Kline's during May session last year,
junior Monica Young, said, "It is an asset thai
students will be slaying with families. It will he
learning liie culture firsthand."
Young, a history major and Spanish minor, said
she plans to return to Spain under the program in the
fall.
Several students already have applied for next
semester's program.
Sophomore Stephen Arnold, an applicant, said, "I
have not been there (Salamanca] and I would like to
study in a different environment Also, I would like to
speak the language."
Sophomore Joy Anderes, who is majoring in
English and Spanish, also is interested in the
program. "It is important for a language major to
spend time in the respective country constantly
interacting with the people and practicing ihe
language intensely," she said.
Kline said the important thing for students going
abroad is "to feel that they can share with the rest of
the world."

Tuition
> (Continued from page 1)

Virginia ranks third in the country in
military spending, with payroll and
capital improvements costing about
S14 billion annually, he said.
One argument against the bill is that
military families do not pay taxes to
Virginia. About 90 percent of the
military based in Virginia are enlisted.
"That's true, but on the other hand
they have to pay sales taxes . . . like
the rest of us," Dotolo said.
"These people don't really have a
place to stay. They can't be changing
their residency every two years."
To be eligible for Virginia rates,
students must prove a S6.700 income
for themselves as independents or the
non-military parent must be working
and earning that same amount.
"Somebody's got to be able to show
they can foot the bill," said J.W.
Myers, acting comptroller here. This
year at JMU, Virginians paid $2,392
for tuition and fees while
non-Virginians paid $4,222.
At JMU, a majority of student
requests for Virginia rates comes from
families with residency in a state that
(!!S*"**nnrf'l^Sf*-~~****

doesn't require state taxes, such as
Texas or Florida, he said.
"You're gelling that benefit for how
many years of not paying state taxes
and that's a hell of a fringe benefit,"
Myers said. With a $25,000 income, a
person who doesn't pay state taxes
could save about S1.000 a year.
As a state-supported school, JMU
received about $25 million from the
General Assembly this year. Last year,
the figure was $23 million.
The money comes from the state's
general fund, which is supported by
Virginia (axes.
"Anyone who pays in-state taxes gels
the break of paying instate tuition,"
Myers said.
JMU's education and general fund
covers the essentials of running the
university. About $500,000 in other
revenues supplements the assembly's
allocation.
Student tuition and fees complete the
fund. Last year, they added S38 million,
"If those students are given that
reduced rate, the money's got to come
from somewhere," Myers said.
"It might only be a few dollars, but
somebody's got to pay the difference."
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Department of Defense statistics
The family had been paying taxes to
show that the country spcnl $13.9
Kansas, but filed to have the taxes
billion in Virginia during 1985. The
reversed to Virginia so Shulz could
state ranks top in the country for per qualify as an in-state student. "I knew
capita military spending.
-chances were better to get into an
At the same time, Virginia has about in-state school if I was an in-state
77,700 military spouses, with almost student," he said.
half of them working full or parl time)
But in-state fees don't always mean a
About 6,800 college-age dependents
large savings.
live in the state and about 400 young
Christopher Moran, a freshman from
military, ages 21 to 24, live here.
Virginia Beach who pays out-of-staic
Ai JMU, applications for in-state
tuition, said his family would save
tuition are reviewed by the bursar in the
between $200 and $800 if he was
compiroUer's office.
classified as a Virginia student. His

"If these students are given that reduced rate, the money's got to come
from somewhere."
— J.W. Myers
"At that point, if the student is given
a fair reply, of course we don't hear
anything else," he said. "Were
open-minded about each application and
we try to apply the rules fairly to
everyone."
Students do have an appeal process
through the comptroller office, the vice
president for buisiness affairs and the
Residency Appeals Committee.
If students still don't like the
decision, the next step Is appcaling l0
the Rockingham Counly Circuit Court
The law also makes u difficult for
students to get ,n-state rates if they
came to Virginia primarily for
educauon, Myers said. Families must
show they came to the state with the
intent of staying.
Dave Shu.z. a freshman from
Woodbridge, has lived in Virginia
almost five years. His father is in the
Air Force,
family pays taxes to Louisiana.
For an EnglishToursc, Moran d.osc
in-«atc vcrsus^t-^.s^,, ^

paper topic. "Seeing that we arc
military and my father is serving the
country, there ought to be some waywe can pay in-state tuition," he said.
At the same time, Moran has a
brother four years younger and another
five years older. "If we change residency
every time we have a kid in college, ii
would be kinda difficult," he said.
Trying to get in-state tution. Tyler
sought being classified as an
independent. She wasn't successful.
"Granted, we don't pay . . ■ properly
taxes, but it does break even," she said
"I'm for the military," Tyler said. "A
little respect [for the military] wouldn l
be bad."

CORRECTION
• Alan MacNutt, director of campus
policy and safety, said the police officer
who resigned in January did not resign
because of difficulties with students.
Misleading information was
Punished m Monday'5'tMue.
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King's daughter addresses civil rights
By Alix Dapolito
staff writer

People must realize they are capable
of changing society and should confront
injustices, Martin Luther King Jr.'s
daughter said Monday night.
Yolanda King told a capacity crowd in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre that the dream
in which her father believed is alive
today, even though many have
forgotten the struggles that brought
blacks to their current status in society.
King's speech, which was delayed an
hour and a half because her plane arrived
late, was presented as part of Black
History Month.
Black students are able to attend
college today "because a whole lot of
folks paid some dues," King said. "It is
because of their dreams that we owe it
to ourselves to keep moving forward,"
she said.
"We need to be aware that it is
sacrifice and hard work that builds
character."
King said that although this is Black
History Month, "the pursuit of who we
are is an ongoing process, not to be
limited to the shortest and coldest
month of the year."
People "must know the full truth of
our history. Then we can move into a
more productive, honest future," she
said.
King said the national Martin Luther
King holiday, which she called a
"modem day miracle," is a long-awaited
chance to honor a man of peace. She
also said it ensures that the civil rights
movement, led be her father, will not
be forgotten>
*v_,„-^/^
"Through hiss leadership, we were
<,

made to get up and do something," she
said.
"We threw off our feelings of
inferiority. Whites were freed of their
false sense of superiority. It was a
hopeful and very idealistic time."
Other movements for social change,
such as the women's movement and the
peace movement, learned from the
struggle of the black people and the
civil rights movement that if they could
organize, they could achieve, she said.
Over the years, peoples' memories
have blurred. King said. Many have
forgotten the past as a result of the
complicated problems facing the world
today.
College students today are laid back
and unconcerned, King said. Many
choose to selfishly isolate themselves
from past struggles.
"Our priorities are warped," she said.
"We are allowing students to graduate
from college unable to write or think
clearly.
"Children can't obtain decent health
care. Blacks are stili the last hired and
the first fired," she said.
Quoting her father, King said, "Either
we live together as brothers and sisters,
or we die together as fools."
The freedom to sit and eat anywhere
means nothing if it is not possible to
go out and do i t, she said.
Blacks should work to come together
as a group and continue striving for
greater equality, King said. "We
continue to struggle because we, as
black people, have not learned to
support our own."
The reason blacks suffer from this
lack of togetherness is because many

Staff photo by MING LEONG
Yolanda King, the daughter of Martin Luther King Jr.
expected that the differences among
people would diappear. "Differences do
not melt," she said.
"Hold fast to your dreams," King
said.
"I choose to dream and act on those

dreams. It may be crazy and foolish, but
to live without the dream would be a
nightmare."
King studied theater at Smith College
and obtained her graduate degree from
New York University.

SGA bill proposes more student input on financial aid
By Martin Romjue
SGA reporter

Students might have more input on identifying
specific financial aid needs if the SGA passes a newly
proposed bill.
At Tuesday's Student Government Association
meeting, Chandler senator James Coleman proposed a
bill of action to create a student advisory committee
to evaluate student financial aid needs and promote
more awareness of financial aid opportunities.
It has been referred to the student services
committee for evaluation and feedback, and will be
discussed at a future meeting.
The bill states that financial aid is an issue of
concern to many JMU students, and that the
committee should make all students aware of
financial aid possibilities. The bill also recommends
that JMU's Office of Financial Aid and the committee
conduct a survey to determine students' opinions on
financial aid programs and policies.
"The purpose of the committee will be to figure
out ways to assist students in more appropriately
filling out forms and making them aware of all
possible avenues to get money." Coleman said.
"Financial aid opportunities to defray college costs is

a concern to every student, and the financial aid office
should be there to provide information."
Coleman said there are some students who cannot
return to school because they are not aware of all
available assistance.
"There is a lot of financial aid available, but the
office of financial aid may not be pushing it all the
time," Coleman said.
The student survey will ask students their opinions
on available financial aid services and whether they
feel there is enough assistance.
"Once the survey is complete, we can work on the
areas that have problems," Coleman said.
In other business, the SGA passed a bill of action
that calls for housekeeping services to be extended to
Greek Row.
This bill will be more fair to Greeks because they
have the same bathroom situation Village area
residents do now," said Steve Gough, chairman of the
student services committee.
Under current housekeeping policy, custodians
clean village dorms bathrooms about once a month,
Gough said.
The proposal first had to be approved by the
Interfraternity and the Panhellenic councils before the
SGA could act on it, Gough said.

The student services committee also is considering
ideas from other universities on revising residence
hall visitation policies.
"Surveys show that students want a more liberal
housing policy," Gough said.
His committee is gathering information that might
be used for a bill of action calling for more student
input on visitation policies, he said. Under the
University of Virginia's policy, students choose their
own visitation hours at the beginning of each
academic year, Gough said.
Jennifer Showalter, chairwoman of the curriculum
and instruction committee, said a subcommittee has
been formed within her committee to observe the
office of residence life's selection process of resident
advisers.
"We would like to gather information, and if we
think some things are shaky, we might make
suggestions for improvements," Showalter said.
The committee also is working with the
admissions office on making suggestions to require a
personal essay on all future JMU entrance
applications.
A committee member is meeting with Dr. Fay
See SGA page 5>
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Monthly Maid Service Included
in Rent!
JMU Bus Available On Site Every 15 minutes.
Two Bedrooms with a split Bath
or
Four Private bedrooms with two full baths
All Kitchen Appliances
Including
Microwave oven - Washer & Dryer
Frost free Refrigerator with Ice Maker
Dishwasher & Disposal
Roommate Locating ServiceOver 400 of your friends will be in Hunters
Ridge Next Year!
Excellant Parent Financing!
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stop W vour

Plan II - Four Private Bedrooms
Two Full Baths
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JMU professor awarded term in Poland
Dr.
Alfred Francfort,
Franrfr.rl auHflir™.—
Dr. Alfred
JMU finance

SGA

> (Continued from page 3)
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had to get explanations from authors
professor, has received a Fulbright who were brought up in the market between the people of the United States
award to lecture in Poland during the system, but had not lived for an and the people of other countries."
For individual scholars, the program
spring semester.
extended period of time in a country enables Americans to learn firsthand
Francfort and his wife, Lisel, will with a planned economy.
about other countries and cultures and
start living in Wroclaw Sunday. They
At the university in Wroclaw, promotes academic and professional
will be there until June 10.
Francfort will teach courses to expose
"I applied for an award to Poland students to the field of finance as it is development.
"Competition is keen; worldwide
since it will give me the opportunity to taught in the United States. He also has
only
about one-third of the applications
experience the effects of a planned been invited to present seminars at
result
in an award," Francfort said. "In
economy firsthand," Francfort said.
various other Polish universities.
the 1984-85 academic year, 35
While he has been teaching for more
The staled purpose of the Fulbright
than 20 years about the differences Scholar program, begun in 1946, is "to applications were received for Poland
between the market economy and the enable the government of the United and 13 awards were made," he said.
Language will be a challenge,
planned economy, Francfort said he has
States to increase mutual understanding Francfort said. "Neither Liscl nor I

%^

speaic Polish, but the Fulbright
Commission has provided us with tapes
and workbooks so that we can at least
say 'dzien dobry' fhello; good day] or
order a meal when we get there."
Francfort said, "In trying to absorb as
much as possible from a different
culture, we hope to broaden our
horizons and to enrich our lives.
" I hope to return invigorated so that I
may use my experiences in Poland to
incorporate a different perspective into
my lectures for the benefit of my
students."

POLICEFILE

signed up to attend a finaence meeting
Throwing a missile into an
have showed up." If you can't do that, I
Reubush, associate vice president for
occupied dwelling
feel like you are not representing your
academic affairs, to discuss the
• A brick was tnrown through the
constituents," she said.
window of the television lounge of
feasibility of putting an essay on the
During the meeting, the SGA
Hanson Hall about 12:30 a.m. Saturday,
applications.
apprbved allocating $600 to the
while someone was in the lounge, police
"We think JMU is an up and coming
National Student Speech, Language and
said. Damage to the window was
university and we feel we should stiffen
reported at $350, police said.
Hearing Association to cover
the standards for admission," Showalter
registration fees for a statewide speech
said. "A lot of high school seniors
Possession of marijuana
and hearing convention. The finance
By Amy Porter
apply at JMU because they don't have
•A student was charged judicially
police reporter
committee cut the organization's
to write an essay, and we hope an essay original request of $800.
about 11:30 p.m. Monday in Hanson
Hall, police said.
would attract people who are really
The senate also approved allocating
Three students and a non-student were
serious about getting in."
A judicial charge is made when
$900 to the Association of Collegiate
arrested and charged with stealing 22
university policy is violated. It is
Buildings and grounds committee
Entrepreneurs to attend a three-day
textbooks from the bookstore, campus
reviewed by university officials. Police
chairwoman Dina Scamardo announced
convention in Chicago. The money
police
said.
do not release the names of the
that the committee is working with the
will cover registration costs.
students charged judicially.
The four allegedly stole the
university buildings and grounds
The finance committee cut the
textbooks,
worth
about
$700,
and
then
Destruction of state property
department to establish a regular
association's original request of
resold them to Anderson Brothers,
•A student was charged judicially
schedule to clean up litter and debris $1,058.50.
police
said.
about
1.30 a.m. Sunday for kicking in a
around Newman Lake.
The SGA voted to allocate $730 to
ground floor window at Hanson Hall,
Student
Daniel
Winfree,
19,
of
Scamardo also said the department is
the National Art Education Association
Richmond and non-student Mark" police said. The damages totaled $100,
planning to put carp into the lake to get
police said.
to fund a one-day conference and cover
Hensley, 29, of Harrisonburg, were
rid of an algae problem.
registration costs for a convention.
arrested and charged with grand larceny, Vandalism
Administrative Vice President
police said.
After those requests, the SGA
Ann-Marie Johnson said the SGA
•Graffiti was spray-painted outside
contingency account balance stands at
Wktfree worked at die bookstore full Warren Campus Center between Friday
proposal that would allow students to $5,832, Duncan said.
time and Hensley worked there as a and Saturday, police said.
donate a pint of blood instead of paying
The following bills were introduced
part-time
temporary, police said.
parking fines still needs "fine tuning"
and referred to appropriate standing
Students Andrew McKenzie, 19, of Illegal possession of alcohol
before it can be presented to the committees:
Alexandria
and Brenda Hailey, 21, of
• Five students were charged
university student services commission.
•Nanci Campbell introduced a bill
judicially about 11:45 p.m. Saturday for
Martinsville,
were
arrested
for
and
University comptroller Henry calling for a shuttle bus service between
having a keg in their suite, police said.
charged with petty larceny, police said.
Schieffer recommended that the SGA
city hotels and the JMU campus to
The books were reported stolen
and the commission clarify certain
alleviate parking problems during
between
Jan. 27 and Jan. 30, police Underaged consumption of
details before it can be considered for graduation.
alcohol
said.
final approval by the university
•A 20-year-okJ student was charged
• Greek senator Bob Houston
commission.
judicially about 2 a.m. Sunday near the
proposed allocating $2,544 to the
Campus police also reported the Greek Row gate, police said.
Johnson said she hopes the policy Madison Marketing Association so
following incidents:
will be implemented on a trial basis organization members can attend a
Petty larceny
after spring break. The SGA student symposium in April.
•About $45 in cash was reported
services committee is still working on
Driving under the influence
• Showalter proposed giving the
stolen from a wallet at the Sigma Pi
the bill before presenting it to the
•Student Katherine E. Caldwell, 19,
International Relations Association
fraternity house Feb. 4. police said. The
senate for a vote.
of Charlottesville, was arrested about 1
$675 to attend a national competition
next day the money was returned
a.m. Sunday on South Main Street
In her weekly report, finance in New York City. The money would
anonymously.
police
said.
committee chairwoman Maria Duncan
•Two'front wheels from a vehicle
cover registration fees and
•Non-student Jeffrey D. Nutter, 27,
urged all senators to show up at the
parked
in Z-lot were stolen between
transportation costs.
of Edinburg was arrested about 1:45
finance committee meetings they singed
Feb.
4
and
Saturday, police said. They
•Commuter senator Melanie Knight
a.m. Saturday on Madison Drive at the
were worth a total of $150.
up for, so they can orient and inform
proposed allocating $659 to the
Main Street entrance, police said.
• A jacket, shirt and gloves were
themselves on SGA front-end budgeting Madison Men's Rugby Club for
reported
stolen from a kitchen closet in
policies and procedures.
Grand larceny
equipment and other expenses.
the
Kappa
Sigma fraternity house Feb
"I hope that if you missed the
•A Kenwood amplifier, JXC-8400,
• Bell senator Brett Sheffield
3, police said.
meetings, you will get to one before
proposed allocating $380 to the Phi with a tape deck was reported stolen
front-end budgeting time,"" Duncan told
Sigma Tau society of the philosophy from the Sigma Nu fraternity house Harassment
between Feb. 2 and Feb. 4. police said.
senators:
•A student was charged judicially
department to pay a speaker for the The amplifier, worth $500, was in the
Duncan said none of the senators who
about 2:30 p.m. Feb. 5 for making a
society's initiation.
house's recreation 100m.

Four charged
with stealing
of textbooks

-
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harassing phone call, police said.
■
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PHILLIP^ALLAN'S
RESTAURANT

enei ion

ALL U CAN EAT BRUNCH
FOR JMU STUDENTS
11AM.-2:30P.M. EVERY SUNDAY
$5.95
317 N. MAIN ST. (RT.42)
BRIDGEWATER

Benetton is having a
huge "make room
for spring" Sale!!
Monday Feb. 9 thru Saturday Feb. 14

RESERVATION!
HELPFUL
828

- 6751

Benetton has taken drastic
markdowns to save you
big bucks! It's our
biggest sale -- ever!!

TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Ciro's Pizza

SPECIAL

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese

But hurry. Sale ends Saturday!

ONLY $6.29

(with this
coupon only)

2-14-87

The Original Italian Pizza

Located in Cafe Court - Valley Mall

778 E. Market Street
Expires May 30,1987

434-5375

434-0119

Applications for 1987-88
Breeze staff positions
will be accepted until 5 p.m., Monday, Feb. 16.

The Breeze will take applications for the following
positions:
>News editor
>Asst. News editor
>Sports editor
>Asst. Sports editor
>Features editor
>Asst. Features editor
^Editorial editor
>Asst. Editorial editor
>Ad sales

■

I
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>Design/Layout editor
>Production manager
>Business editor
>Asst. Business editor
>Photo editor T
>Wire editor
>Asst. Business manager
>Ads Design manager
>Ads designers

Send cover letter, resume and related materials
to Rob Washburn, editor, c/o The Breeze.
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Eastern to pay""
$9.5 million fine
Eastern Airlines has agreed to pay S9.5 million,
the largest fine ever assessed against an air carrier,
for safety violations uncovered during a two-month
inspection a year ago, the Federal Aviation
Administration announced Tuesday.
Eastern President Phil Bakes said the company
agreed to pay because the proposed penalty was
"clouding both Eastern's outstanding safety record
and substantial maintenance improvements."

State senate passes
income tax reform bill
A sweeping revision of Virginia's income tax
law was passed Tuesday by the Senate after three
efforts to amend the bill were defeated.
The bill, has strong backing from Gov. Gerald
Baliles, will raise the minimum income level that
requires an individual to file an income tax
statement from $3,000 to 55,000 for individuals
and $8,000 for married couples. In addition, the
bill raises personal exemption levels and the
minimum level for being taxed in the top income
bracket

Market rise
Local analysts predict continued increase in Dow Jones
By John Phillips
business reporter

As the Dow Jones Industrial Average has
skyrocketed to record highs throughout 1986 and
continues this year, many are wondering how long
the bend will continue and how high the index will
soar.
' The Dow should continue to rise for at least two
more years, according to Hugh Lantz, a stockbroker
for Wheat First Securities in Harrisonburg.
"We've been in a bull market since August 1982
and we are just continuing the rally," he said. "For

the next two years the market will still be good."
Lantz sees no major slowdown in market activity
over the next few months either. Interest rates will
continue to decline and "there is still talk of the Fed
[Federal Reserve Bank] lowering the interest rate,"
he said.
According to an article in the Feb. 2 issue of
Business Week, the Dow has jumped more than 600
points since this time last year and stocks have
tripled since mid-1982. This rally has intensified

See MARKET page 9 >

1987 Dow Jones Industrial Average Weekly Closings
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2100

2000

1900

Management professor
publishes two articles
Two articles by Dr. Peter Veglahn, associate
professor of management, have been selected for
publication in business journals.
"Grievance Arbitration by Arbitration Boards: A
Survey of the Parties" will appear in The
Arbitration Journal, and "The Effect of Collective
Bargaining on Wage Dispersion Between
Municipal Police Departments," co-authored by
Daniel Gallagher of the University of Iowa, will
be published in The Journal of Collective
Negotiations in the Public Sector.

Feb. 6
Staff graphic by KEN MALCZAK

Local Romeos hit Harrisonburg
as Valentine's Day sales thrive
By Brian Carter

Dow rises 13.92 points
as three-day fall ends
A late round of buying pushed the Dow Jones
Industrial Average up Wednesday, reversing a short
decline.
The Dow, down 43.45 points in the last three
days, climbed 13.92 and closed at 2171.96. Trading
was heavy at 172.35 million shares.
Many traders viewed the recent pullback as a
mild "correction" after its dramatic gains through
the last five weeks.

Jam$on report
(JMU investment club)
Price as of Wednesday was $7.81 on assets of
$64,534.05. Jam$on purchased 200 shares of
Riggs National Bank at $30 a share on Friday.
— from staff and wire reports

business reporter
A rose by any name is expensive, at least during the
Valentine season.
A dozen longstems will cost the average
Harrisonburg Romeo about $50 this year. But the high
cost is not deterring the masses from the traditional
gift that says "I Love You." Rose sales throughout the
area have been as strong as ever.
Candy, cards and other traditional gifts also are
selling well.
Long distance relationships will take a larger
investment since Florists Transworld Delivery and
other floral networkers will tack an additional charge to
the final price.
Sales in the Harrisonburg area have not been affected
by a strong national trend away from traditional
Valentines Day gifts.
Other areas are selling more non-traditional items
such as lingerie and other clothing. Many experts
attribute this to a strong trend away from traditional
courtship techniques resulting from the evolution of
the modern, fast-paced relationship.

For those interested in breaking with tradition, there
are a wide varie^of options available.
Balloon arrangements are selling big this year, as are
sterling silver hearts and bows, according to Kay
McGregor of Leggcu department store.
"Sales are up this season," she said. "We are selling
more jewelry and clothing than in previous years, but
it does not seem to be distracting from our candy
sales."
One popular gift this year represents a combination
of old and new gift ideas.
Gazebo florists is offering rose bouquets in brandy
snifters as low as $7.75.
Many restaurants in the area are booked on
Saturday's holiday. Some will be serving a special
menu that will enable them to serve more people in a
shorter amount of time.
Calhoun's restaurant will be serving a special entree
menu and specially prepared desserts for the occasion.
"We plan to serve about 100 people per sitting, and we
should go through two and a half sittings," a
Calhoun's spokesperson said. The price of an entree
will! range from $fc to $14.

'"■*•"-
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THE AT&T 6300:
PREGNANT?

I

COMPATIBLE. EXPANDABLE.
FLEXIBLE. AND SALE PRICED.

Free Confidential Help
Free Pregnancy Test

kinkcs
1010 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va 22801
433-9287

a

IRTHRIGHT
434-0003

o Powerful 8086 16-bil processor executes at
8 MHz; lets you work faster
o Serial, parallel, clock, calendar, color
graphics support-all standard
O640KRAM
o Exceptionally high-resolution. 640 x 400
graphics make it easy on your eyes
o Up to seven expansion slots,
o Dual floppy configuration; optional 20 Mb
hard disk system available

Retail $2,905

JMU price $1,495
Newly

ENCORE

or $53.30per month *

Opened

CONSIGNMENTS

Now Consigning Formal wear,
Vintage clothing, and Jewelry

^

30% Commission for Selling
The Practical Alternative For Buying and Selling
Houi
Lion Sat
10-5 30

Now at a special price [or students, faculty and staff of JMU only. Come
see the AT&T 6300 at our new satellite location at the Anderson Brothers
Bookstore. A Dynabyte representative is available every Tlmrsday.

DYNABYTt
Computer Products

Headquarters:
Charlottesville, Va.
804-296-7560

82 S Main St
Harrisonburg
VA
4 3 3 7!

1820 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
(in Anderson Bros.)

•17% APR approwd credit, 36 mo. PticM do not inckid. tax and are .ubjact to change without notice.

Valley Sports Center
Annual 1/2 Price Anniversary Sale

&

Fri. Feb. 13th thru Mon. Feb 16th
50% Off Entire In-Store Inventory

_, rffc
60*
xW*
SP

ee

QO

Athletic Shoes - All Styles
Raquetball
Tennis
Swimsuits
Warmup Suits
Sweat Clothing
Softball Gloves - Bats
Exercise Equipment
T-Shirts

*>**

*t&
%

On

Entire Stock (Limited Quantities) 50% Off
Additional Savings At Our Outdoor Sale
All Sales Final - No Credit Cards
Sale Begins Friday 13. 9 a.m. continues
£ Saturday, Sunday and Monday
At Our 107 E. Water Street Store Only f ;
Downtown Harrisonburg
434-6580

27 Years of Serving JMU

Are you a business or
graphic design major?
Got some extra time on
your hands?

Add practical
experience
to your resume
The Breeze is accepting
applications for ad salespeople
and ads designers. All students
are eligible. Send cover letter &
resume to Diane Benevides,
business manager, c/o The
Breeze.

•f—
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JMU opens economic center

Market
> (Continued from page 7)
since Jan. 2 as the Dow has risen nearly
2S0 points in a six-week span.
Lantz cites the 1986 tax revision as a
major factor in the jump. "There has to
be some capital gains selling last year
due to the new tax law," he said. "A lot
of people took their profits in
December." Investors then saw the
market was climbing and jumped on the
bandwagon.
If the market continues its steady
climb, the Dow should at least hit the
2800 level and possibly go higher,
Lantz said. "It [2800] is not out of
reason and 3000 is not that far away."
Although some might question a
higher market level, Lantz recalls its
recent history. "Keep in mind that a few
years ago that 1200 was loo high for
some."
Chemical, pharmaceutical and oil
stocks have been among the largest
gainers the past year, Lantz said. He
attributes the gains to an earlier
"pessimism in the public perception of
the economy." As a result, investors
bought stock in products which would
continue to rise in a bad economy.
For the future, Lantz sees chemical
and pharmaceutical stocks continuing to
grow as well as "technology stocks"
such as Hewlett-Packard. His darkhorse
choice would be to invest in nursing
home care. "The patient investor will

be rewarded," he said.
Lantz dismissed any notion that the
current trend resembles market activity
prior to the 1929 crash. "Anytime you
pull out bits and pieces of information
you can compare it to anything," he
said. "We can show you more parallels
to the big bull rally in 1953 (than the
crash)."
Dr. Ehsan Ahmed, assistam.professor
of economics and director of the Office
of Economic Services, also does not see
a depression in the future. "We have a
lot more safeguards built into the
economy," he said. "The banking
system is much more stable."
Ahmed also said the market should
continue to rise over the long run.
"People seem more optimistic about
the economy," he said. "It is the
impression among economists that it
will do better over the last half of the
year."
Many factors contribute to the market
and economy, but Ahmed singled out
improvements in the domestic budget
and inflation rate. He also cited the
market's ability to recover from "minor
crises" such as the Ivan Boesky insider
trading scandal.
Interest rates were at a lower level last
year and should continue to drop, he
said. This decrease has depreciated the
value of long-term bonds and turned
investors to stocks.

BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE
Send In Any Black & White or Color Picture up
to 8"xl0" (No Negatives) and Have it Enlarged
onto a Giant Black & White or FuU Color Poster.
Conies in MailingTube ~ No Creasing.Put Your
Name and Address on Back Of Original for Safe
Return.

Last fall, the College of Business
established an office to compile data on
different sectors of the U.S. economy
and make that information available to
students, faculty and local residents.
JMU's Office of Economic Services
has acquired a data bank on subjects
such as unemployment, inflation and
interest rates, said Dr. Ehsan Ahmed,
director of the office and assistant
professor of economics.
"Ultimately, we would like to be able
to punch a few buttons and have the
information printed up for us," Ahmed
said. Not all information has been
programmed into a computer yet.
RecenUy, the office acquired a major
data bank on U.S. economy. The bank
contains historical and current

information on 380 different areas of
the national economy. Included are
monthly and quarterly reports dating
back to the early 1940s, Ahmed said.
In the future, the office might include
information on the local and regional
economy, he said.
The office was set up because in the
past the business college received
numerous calls from people asking
questions about the economy. Before
the office was formed, faculty members
tried to answer the questions by
referring to their own resources, he said.
Anyone interested in the services of
the office should contact Ahmed at
x6273.
— Sarah Michel

Business college to take changes in major
Change of major forms from
Graflon-Stovall Theatre.
non-business majors will be accepted
The complete pre-business program
for the spring semester next week. The
and
related requirements will be
College of Business only accepts the K
explained.
All College of Business
change of major forms once each
department
heads will be available to
semester.
answer
specific
questions about the
Non-business students who intend to
programs.
change their major 10 a business
discipline must attend one of the
Students who are unable to attend
College of Business orientation either session or who have specific
sessions to be held Wednesday and questions should call Dr. Paul Kipps al
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in the X6614 prior to the Wednesday session.

The James Madison University Program Board
and
Fine Art Series
proudly presents

16"x20" $14.99 20"x30" $17.99
2'x3' $19.99
Add 7? Pustaye and tiandtling Per Ordrr

KRYSTAL KLEER PHOTO CO.
P.O. Bo/25488, Fort Lauderdale, FL33320

Invite your parents

¥

E

THE
PUMPKIN
HOUSE
INN,
LTD.

ROUfE 2 BOX 155 (7Q3) 434 6963
Mf. CBWOBD VlCGlNIA 22841

to stay with us while they
visit you (you'll like it too).
This bed & breakfast inn
was built circa 1847 &
features Victorian & country
rooms - some with private
bath & fireplace - and is
furnished with antiques.
In scenic countryside 8 miles
south of JMU on RT. 11
between 181 exits 60 & 61.

FERRANTE & TEICHER
Recording artists and piano masters
Wednesday, Februaury 18, 1987
8 p.m. JMU Convocation Center
General admission tickets are $5 each and are available at Charles
Malhias Inc., downtown Harrisonburg: Centerpoint Bookslore, Valley
Mall: and the oflice of the dean, College of Fine Arts and Communication,
Room 2, Anthony-Seeger Hall. Tickets will be available free for JMU
students and faculty at Warren Campus Center. All ticket distribution
began Jan. 21. No group rates No discounts. Mail order ticket requests
to the oflice of the dean will be processed upon receipt of payment
Check payable to: Fine Arts Series-JMU. Call 568-6472 for ticket
information

•
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FOR RENT
Clot* To Campus Living - Houses ft
ope/wigs June I & August 434-4106
I On CaapM - 1 BR apartments on
Duthml Court foehmd Hardees) Water
rash px* up, lawn mowing ft appfiances
ponda* Carpeted Almost new No pete.
$255 434-2100
1 Room Avafctte 289 Campoel St mce
neighborhood, snare ufWes w*i 3 other
students Cat 433-6047
Need Subtett* For Uadteon Square -Rent
very negotabte Cai 433-8154
Almost On Canpus (next to graft waT) 2 sngtes & 1 double Affordable sublet tor
May ft summer sessions Cat 434-5160
Forest Hits Townhouses - Now renfng tor
next year, 5 BRs, 2 1/2 bafts, kitchen witi
appliances laundry room with W/D. 3
stories, A/C. LR/OR Call Ed at
234-8440
House Available Aug. 16,1987 tor 4 or 5
students, share utilities. 293 Campbel St
Caff 433-6047

FOR SALE
Hordica Ski Boots - Men's 9 1/2. $75 or
best otter Rosignol F-200 Strung, $55
Call evenings. 433-2976.
1985 Honda Elite 250 Scooter - Can
434-4653 anytime
Mitsubishi 4-Head VCR with remote, like
new Asking $475 433-3626
Dynastar Omniflex Skis with Tyrofca 2800
bindings. Asking $275 433-3626
Twin Mattress ft Box Springs Good
condition, $50 Will deliver, 434-2459.
Marquis Jumbo Western Guitar ft Case
Excellent condition. Sacrifice $75
434-2459.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today1 Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext.
5090
Government Homes from $1 (U repair)
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions
Call 805-687-6000. Ext. GH-5526 for
current repo list.

HELP WANTED
The Summer Job Of A Lifetime! Work as a
camp counselor serving children ft adults
who are physically ft/or mentally disabled
The Easter Seal Society ot Virginia is
seeking college students with a desire to
challenge themselves, care for others ft
share the enjoyment of summer camp with
kids ft adults. Camps are located near
Roanoke ft Richmond, VA. For more
information, stop by the Camp Placement
Day on Feb. 19th ft speak with the camp
representatives. Or write/call Camp
Easter Seals, P.O. Box 5496, Roanoke. VA
24012. (800) 542-5900.
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OvertegM BabysMer needed t sfeep o*e<
tobea/afcabte wher 4 year old gets up Wl
-eed to stay uni 10 am Salary ft fwing
atxcwwnodaaons provided Caff Brenda at
433-5985
Now Acctpttwg Appficaffom for waters ft
waitresses tor 9MS . summer's Dinner
Theatre Apptcafens may be peted up at
Salads Pius/Steakhouse WCC Monday
Friday Deacfne March 15 1987
Waitresses Needed - Apply m person at
Jess' Lunch Lunches needed but aff nous

Overseas Jobs - Summer, year-round
Europe. S America, Australia. Asia A!
balds $90O-20O0/mo Sightseeing Free
info, write UC. P 0 Box 52-VA4. Corona
Del Mar. CA 92625
Part-Time Athlete Instructor Must have
some knowledge of soccer ft possess abity
to work witi youth Afternoon ft evening
hours (10-29 hours per week). Apply to
Harrisonburg Dept of Parks ft Recreation
305 S Dogwood Dr.. Harrisonburg Ctosng
Date: Feb 13 at 5 pm
Hiring Today! Top pay! Work at home. No
experience needed Write Cottage
Industries, 1407 1/2 Jenkins, Norman,
Oklahoma 73069
Cruise Ship Jobs - Domestic ft overseas
Now hiring kitchen help, deck hands, maids
gift shop sales, summer ft career
opportunities. Call (206) 736-2972, Ext
C396

LOST & FOUND
Found Silver Necklace at Hunters Ridge
Call to identify, 433-6540
Lost Gold Bangle Bracelet - if found, call
x4547 Reward ottered
SERVICES

The County Place s 42 ntes north Enjoy
2 BR cabn a 5 BR lodge «nth waterbed.
fireplaces, mountain views $65 up For
brochure, reservations caff 1-743-4007
everkngs or Gat Price. Communications
Deal
Research Papers - 15 278 available1
Catalog ?2 Research. 11322 Idaho,
fl206rr, Los Angeles 90025 Ton Free
Hot Line 800-351-0222 Ext 33
VTSJVMCorCOD
Blue Ridge Dive ft Craft Shop Scuba ft
snorkefing, sates repairs beads, jewelry
hardware sates. Only hours 7 30-9 pm.
Fndays, 896 N. Uberty St 4336153

•/.'ANTED
Want Nice Greek (Nationality) Girl for our
roommate Must be cute ft of nice
disposition, love jet-jockings ft 914s
Should also be able to cook numerous Greek
4shes Contact Dean or Mark. 434-1954
Searching For Guitarist interested in
wnting songs Mari, (703) 942-9212.

NALS
Your Lucky Night - Chuck Taylor ft The
Allstars. Friday night
Lesbian Films - Fn, Feb 20, 8 For
information write L-214.
About Last Mght

Valentine's Day Weekend Special! FridaySunday couples play pool for half price in
the Warren Campus Center Game Room
Romantically decorated tables will be
reserved
The Allstars Return to the Den, Friday
night, the 13th.
Ride Needed on Feb. 13,1987, to N VA,
DC, or Columbia, or Silver Springs Call
x5252.

Typist - Overnight or same day $1.25/
double spaced, $1 75/smgle spaced Call
Carol, 433-9289.

Join In! Show Greek unity on JMU's National
Letters Day Wear your letters on Fri., Feb
13th.lFC-Panhellenic

Professional
433-8015.

Don't Read -12 Budweiser $5 19; 12 Busch
$3.99; 12 Mobon $6.19; 12 Milwaukee Best
$2.99; 12 Lite $5.19; 6 Amstel $369; 6
Molson Beer $2.99; 6 Mickeys $1.99; 2L
7Up $1.29; Coke $1.19; Chips $1 99
Midway Market, 434-7948 (thru
Saturday).

Typing Service - 23 years experience.
$1 50/page Mrs Price, 879-9935
Easy Tan Now Open - Tan & relax with our
latest Sontegra sun tanning system. 5 beds
32 Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli.
434-0808. Can for appointment, MondayFriday, 8-9. Saturday, 8-4.
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning
salon with the best systems available ft 6
years of service 1106 Reservoir St.,
434-1812.
Quality Batteries at wholesale prices. Call
Battery Supply, Inc., 434-5155.
Ladies - Tired of shaving'' Try waxing! Also
electrolysis. Judy Huffman. 433-6270.

World Karate Champion Steve 'Nasty'
Anderson from San Diego, California will
open the newly founded JMU Martial Arts
Club at WCC Ballroom 2nd floor, Mondays
ft Wednesdays, 7-9 pm. More info, call
434-8824 Come by lor a free week of
lessons.
Monthly Maid Service is included in your
rent at Hunters Ridge. Call 434-5150!
Spring Break Daytona - Fun In The Sun
Package Deal. Includes transportation,
oceanlront hotels, for only $199. Call
Steve, 433-8553.
JMU Beach Towels! Limited supply! JMU
beach towels! Get yours today! Call
Kimberty at x4076 or Eagle 201.
Anne H, - This personal is tor you. You like9
The Kid
Dearest Kate - Hope your birthday was
fantastic. Love, Paul Hewson.
Spring Break Party '87 - Sign up now to
reserve your place in Daytona ($99-139);
Ft. Lauderdale ($129-189); or Key West
($165-175). Call Julie, 433-9860; Mitch,
x7456; or Luv Tours, 1-800-542-8003
The Boys Are Back In Town - Chuck Taylor,
Mystic Den!

Friday ft Saturday, 7 ft 9:30, GTS

Typesetting - Resumes, essays ft reports
Specializing in small jobs. Fast service.
433-1457.

Typing - Call Kathy,

Jaime Uttle - You're an awesome AXiJ
pledge! Your Big Sis.

The BBBB Is Stiff Corning on March 16th.

Cash Paid for baseball ft football cards.
433-8811.

Chuck Taylor
And The Allstars
Return!
TheMysticDen
Friday The 13th!
Quality Batteries at wholesale prices Call
Battery Supply, Inc., 434-5155.
Spring Break in Key Largo - Snorkeling,
scuba-dving, sun ft fun, March 7-14 Call
Kathy's Scuba lor details. 433-3337.
A Spring Break In Cancun - 7 nights
including air ft hotel $499. Limited space
Call now. Main St. Travel. Charlottesville.
1-800-544-8747.
Big Double Take - Chuck Taylors first
album! Available in March. .

Roses Are Red, Balloons are too. Buy from
AET ft wen love you

Get A Picture Of Your Scope
Snap-A-Scope! x4170.

2 For 1 - Sunday ft Monday, with student
ID, in house only, offer good through Feb
16. RJ's Garden Deli, 1560 S. Main St
Open 10 am -10 pm, Monday-Saturday. 11
am -10 pm, Sunday.

Melissa Otey - Have a terrific weekend1
Love, Your AXfl Big Sis.

Learn To Scuba Dive! Next class starts
March 17 Call Kathy's Scuba lor details
433-3337. .

Lambda Gamma Lambda is a gay/tesbian
organization. Call x7114 evenings or write
L-214 for information.
Laura - Happy birthday! Wishing you the
best. Love, Beth ft Jennifer.

EN - Thanks for my bid, you guys are
great! I love you all, your newest Little
Sister, Sarah.
Chuck Taylorl Allstars! Mystic Den! Friday
the 13th! Ladies Free!
"Nasty" Anderson World Karate Champion
invites you to a free week of Karate lessons.
Call 434-8824. JMU Martial Arts Club.
A Free Introductory Scuba Lesson - March
5, 7:15. Call Kathy's Scuba for more
details, 433-3337.
Lisa Rhine & Tricia Cavello - Thanks for
being the best Little Sisters. You guys are
awesome! Love, Nki.
Come & Join over 400 of your college
friends that will be living at Hunters Ridge
next year!
Join In! Show Greek unity on JMU's National
Letters Day. Wear your letters on Fri., Feb.
13th. IFC-Panhellenic
Barb Bracy - Happy 21st. If you were in
Colorado, I would give you a big hug for your
birthday! I guess you'll have to wait 'till
spring break. Love, Rob.
Communication Majors
Make Sure You Apply
Fa Alpha EpslonRho
Deadline Tomorrow

l
2 For 1 - Sunday A Monday, with student
ID, in house only, offer good through Feb.
16. RJ's Garden Deli, 1560 S. Main St.
Open 10 am -10 pm, Monday-Saturday. 11
am -10 pm, Sunday.
Congratulations To Trl Sigmas Karen
Jefferson, Tammy Wayne, Maria Osbom,
Cara Beadling & Sandy Penney for last
semester's 4.0's!
Chuck Taylor ls„ Back! Press your luck
tomorrow! Mystic Den.
Lesbian Films - Fri., Feb. 20, 8. For
information write L-214.
Only 5 Weeks until James Madison's 200th
birthday.
Spring Break Daytona - No cancellation
Oceanfront hotels, free poolside parties,
deluxe transportation & more guaranteed.
Only $199. Steve. 433-8553.
Happy Birthday Billy Limebach!! the DG's
Need Snorkeling Gear For Spring Break?
Buy or rent at Kathy's Scuba, Hwy. 11 N.,
across from Coachman Inn. 433-3337.
Linn - Friday was fun! The Group: A^ & S2
- Smile!
Train With The Best! World Karate
Champion Steve "Nasty* Anderson from
San Diego, California. JMU Martial Arts
Club, 434-8824.
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HRHAV - Can't wait to celebrate our 3rd
Valentine's Day. Cerpin

ArA wishes our awesome Big Brothers a
happy Valentine's Day!

Paul - How did I ever find someone like you?
I'm clueless, but I do know that 111 love you
forever! I love you Scooby! Love, Hugs A
Kisses. Susan (Babette)

Creepy - Happy Valentine's Day 1987! I love
you! Noodle

Maglk -1 knew from the very beginning that
you were it! Something about you I had to
have. Happy Valentine's Day from your 1 &
only! I love you!
John - You big stud...here's wishing you a
happy Valentine's Day! (Well isn't that
special?) I love ya! Deb
Kenny-Wayne - Had to give in & send you a
personal. Happy Valentine's Day. Love you
very much! Robin

Merilee - Happy Valentine's Day. Wanna go
to HoJo's sometime? S.B.
Ratner - You didn't like my note. You didn't
like my letter. I hope you like this personal. I
want you to be my Valentine now & forever!
Pesto (Mrs. Rat)

Very Superstitious - Come see Chuck
Taylor this Friday the 13th.

Robert - Here's 1 you'll understand. Happy
Valentine's Day! Love, Amy.

Delta Gamma's Art The Greatest - Lauri,
Ginger, Julie, Laura, Sue, Amy, Elizabeth,
Peggy, Connie, Liz, Carrie2' Betsy, Mary,
Elmer, et al. Thanks for the 1/30 weekend.
Brothers D a G!

Dava - You're special to me. "1 love you
always! Jennifer

JMU Beach Towels! Limited supply! JMU
beach towels! Get yours today! Call
Kimberty at x4076 or Eagle 201
To My HAH Slsltrs - Thanks for an
awesome birthday A present! You all are
the best! Love, Mary.

Happy Vagina's Day to everyone from the
sisters of £K
ZK - Happy Valentine's Day! Tomorrow
nkjhts gonna be awesome!

MyBtoodyVitentint
Midnight- Friday -GTS
Spend Friday Night The 13th with Chuck
Taylor Get tacky!
WCW - Thanks for 22 months of fun. Marie
Hunters Mdga - The ultimata place to live!
TtMAMarsAhYl

the Den tomorrow night!

I They rock

Roomie - Yeah! Now we're even. Have a
happy Valentine's Day!
To The Hot Guys In 44 J & K at University
Place - We've had a great time partying
with you awesome dudes Thanks for making
this semester special. Have a great
Valentine's Day! Love, Your Buddies, The
44 'B'S'.
Happy V-Day Craig, Bill, Shall, Steph,
Dave, Doug. Love Tori.

To My Special Girls In ZIA - Have a happy
Valentine's Day! Tomychapstick

Dallas - You are the most wonderful person
I know & there is nothing greater than
loving you! Happy Valentine's Day. Love,
Sam

Tina Shaffer - Happy Valentine's Day, you
cuddly thing! Snow Bear
,_

Lain Mght At TIM Mystic Don Friday!
Meet Chuck free!

Beth - Take hold of my hand, together as 1,
keep believin' you said! Our faith has finally
won! Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Bruce.

Susan "B" Corsi - Happy Valentine's Day A
Long, Lost Friend.

Hand Delivered Balloons - On/off campus
From AIT, of course.

Dear Diane Holmes - Lwe is an emobon thai
everybody experiences, whether it be loving
somebody or being loved. Love is when you
think of that special somebody before you
think of yourself. Love is something that
everybody needs. It is the most essential
ingredient in life. Love is powerful. Being
loved builds confidence A self-esteem.
Being unloved causes loneliness S insecurity
Love is beautiful. It is an opening up of
yourself to someone you care for & trust.
Love,TJ.

Huddle - Be my Valentine A hubby! Love,
Huddle-To-Be.

Sara Elizabeth - Since I met you, my world
has been turned up side down in a wonderful
way. Love always, David.

Stuart - No answer for you until I get mine.

Bring Your Valentine to the Warren
Campus Center Game Room this weekend
for romantic pool play on decorated tables.
Couples play for half price on reserved
tables.

Cottontail - Here's to new beginnings. I love
you! Cany

MGK - Thanks for our friendship! It's very
special to me. Happy V-Day, 111 miss you!
Looking forward to next weekend. Neither 1
of us will have to leave at ■goodnight." Love
yalADH

Lasagna Freak -1 thought the jinx was
broken! Have fun at Kutztown. Miss you
already Love, Your Mind Reader.

VALENTINES

Dale F. - Saturday night, you, me...Mozart.
Bill's Little Sister

Dear Beth - You are the greatest Valentine
anyone could ever wish for. Thanx for your
help, support A most of all, your love. Love,
Mto.
Stud Muffin - Will you be my Valentine?
Mike - You are my absolute favorite.
Psychocandy - Thanks for understanding.
You're truly a special friend. Have a great
Valentine's Day. I hope you get the
sweetheart you really want (?). LYBDEC,
Sped PS. John Cougar lives!
Rosle - You are the best part of my life.
Happy Valentine's Day with sj my love. Rob
Muppet - Happy Valentine's Day. Saturday
A break - can't wait! HZOXOXZHXOI love
you, Todd.

Erik • What can I say? It's been an
absolutely incredible months. You're
wonderful! Happy Valentine's Day! Love,
Cathy.

Christopher w. - CH 108 - Girlfriend?
Hope not! W/B Cupid

Misty - Happy 20th Valentine's Baby! We
love you! The Fearsome.

Chubby Cheeks On 5th Floor Shorts If I
Id low you home, wil you keep me?

Karen - Be my Valentine...forever?! I love
you! Gary
To My Twin Happy Heart Day! From Your
Twin.

Jean - Come over sometime when you can
walk a straight line I won't worry about ies
if you quit talking 'bout guys! Happy
Valentine's Day! Angus P.S. What's the
plan?

Teddy Bear - You're absolutely perfect! I
love you more than anything A always win.
Thanks for being. Love, Shell.

"Big Honey"-Happy Valentine's Day to my
favorite ptucker. H- up please, I'm trying to
say I love you! Kim

AH. - Happy V-Day. I love you always! Your
Little Monkey.

Rick - Can't wait till June 6! Happy
Valentine's Day. B.

My CutJa- You're handsome & taH A for you
I surely dd fal. I'm your valentine a I hope
you'll be mine. I love you, video games, TV 4

Brunei Paige
ChipiMke.

Happy Valentine's! Love,

Snivels- Happy Valentine's Day!Love, Chip.
Christina • Thanks for everything last
weak. I'm so glad I met you. Your the best.
Happy Valentine's. Love, Tree Skier.
Amos -Ooor) Baby! You've got me wrapped
around your finger A I'm enjoying every
minute of it! With Love on Valentine's Day,
Bob.

Chuck (MFH) - Thanks for 21/2 years of
great times! I'm looking forward to a lot
more the rest of our lives! Happy
Valentine's Day! Love always, Beth (YFW).
KI Stardusters - Especially my Big Sis,
have a happy Valentine's Day. Toma's

at
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Linda - Although we may not be together on
Valentine's Day, we are not far apart in
heart Happy Valentine's Day I tove you,
Tony.
Happy Valentine's Day To My RoctettLwe
CB.
Meg - Thinking of you on Valentine's Day as
always. You're a very special person to me
Love, Butt.
Jill - You're my 1 4 only true Valentine.
LYBDEC, Sped
1

■

—-

Bruce Bryan - Thanks for a wonderful first
7 weeks of marriage. You are so special. I
love you, Terr.
Sean • Happy Valentine's Day! How about
another game of chess? Thanks for the
great weekend! Love, Laura
Scotty - Happy Valentine's Day! Let's have
a wonderful weekend. I love you 4 always
will Rebecca.
*

Carol Kellogg - Happy Valentine's Day,
roomie! Love, Mary Ann.
Matthew - To the best looking guy on (or
off) skis. Happy Valentine's Day. ILY,
LoriCakes

Kenny - Happy Valentine's Day! I tove you'
Mchele

Steve - If I promise not to get sick, will you
promise not to have cokj feet? N

Mike - Gentle breezes drift through open
windows, strange illusions 4 even stranger
delusions fill my mind Passing away the
time yearnings, I tove you!

Mark Mitten - You have the cutest smile
Wish you could be my Valentine From A
Secret Admirer

2nd Li. S. G. Gray - Seagapopoii BBMT,
Your Loving Wife.
JohnW.MMer-lbveyou'

Steve - Please accept my apologies. Happy
Valentine's Day! Kelly

John Verchot, Jr. -1 tove you always. You
are very spedal to me. Happy Valentine's
Day! Kim Rexroad

Andrew - Happy Valentine's Day
Sweetcakes! "VOYEVOU" Love, Your
Woman

To CB • The rrrest of all rrr"s happy
Valentine's Day.

BSUers -1 tove you all. You're great! Brian

My Little Bucket Of Love - Watch out for
kitchen goblins!
C.P. - Jon or Lance? I'm confused. Ex Third
Wave Fan
TJJ. - Will you be my Valentine? Thanks for
"turning around" almost 1 year ago! Here's
a big I tove you from Lynchburg.
BSA Harold - Happy Valentine's Day! The
Lush.
*.
Coup D'Etat - James for king!

Eric H. - Happy V-Day! You'll always be
very special. Those EyesMike Z - You're a terrific dancer! Happy
Valentine's Day.
L.K. - I think you're very special 4 sweet
Maybe someday you'll be my Valentine. A
Babbling Nerd
Hot Little-Body - You're the best thing
that's ever happened to me! Voulez-vous
coucber avec moi? I love you! Your Favorite
Lusty Hussy.
Dave - It's been fun getting to know you,
hope you feel the same. Happy Valentine's
Day, wanna go to Saturday night's game?
Sherri

John - Happy Valentine's Day Babe! My
heart is n your hands. I tove you. Amy
Rene', Cathy, Kristin, Jennifer, Melanie, Jim
- Happy Valentine's Day! J.F., M. F., C.F.
Pete - Politics is my game, Psych is 1 of
yours, how about an analyzation, my couch or
yours? Happy Valentine's Day. Kristen
Konky - The secret word for today
w
is.. .phenomenal. Love, Honey.
Phi II - You snored during Stand By Me
Don't deny it. P.S. Thank you Garrett.

Happy Valentine's Day to our Lambda Chi
guys We love you! Your Little Sisters

Jay-Beau - Doctor Jeckyll, winks, woobies,
bananas, "vanilla" doughnuts, chemistry,
Chinese food, Franklin, Sade, shagging,
Lambda-Cow, Tri-Pig. Yea for scoping! I
love you! Julie

Mark & Robbie ■ Happy Valentine's Day. I
tove you, Matte

Shades - Happy Valentine's Day! Love ya,
Mel.

Dapper - You cutie pie! I hope your
Valentine's Day is full of hugs 4 kisses.
Love. M.B.

To Our Asylum Big Brothers - Youll always
be our special Valentines! We luv you! Love
Lynn 4 Sandy.

To The Doorman At JM's With The Cowboy
Boots - Your long leather uppers really
turn me on. D.

Sprout, Jonsie, Rog - "Please sirs, we
would like to offer you 1 medium, no, 1 large,
no, perhaps 2 small (which wouid equal
slightly more than 1 medium), Domino's
pizza served on an inner tube for your
Valentine's Day enjoyment." We love you!
Kathy 4 Sheiba

Lite Brite From New York (G.K.) - Are you
upset with me? Why? Still friends? Happy
.. Valentine's Day! Love, M.
Alfred M. - Happy Valentine's Day, sweetie
Love.M.
Chris ■ Beer bongs went fast! Sorry about
the water blast Happy Valentine's Day.
Let's make the party last. Carmen

KMV - Here's another personal for you!
Happy Valentine's Day! KLK

Denl -1 love you more than anything else in
the whole world 4 I always will. Yours
forever, Kim.
Robin - Happy Valentine's Day to my little
Sncoka Love, Mark.

Margl Flirting with the world & loving it!
Happy V-Day.
Sissy, Beeny, Kassie -1 tove you! Kisses &
hugs, Kjmmie.
Bri - Happy Valentine's. With kisses, Your
Clown.
Russ - Can't you see what you mean to me?
Lynne
Paco -1 of JMU's finest. You'll always be
my sweetheart! Happy Valentine's Day.
Loveya!M. in 208.
Cathy - Our 1st month & getting better
every day. Can't wait to see you again. Love,
Erik.
Stephanie Hopkins - Happy Valentine's Day!
You're awesome! Have fun pledging, you're
gonna have a blast! AXQ Love & Mine, Your
Big Sis.
Scott - Here's another personal, even
though you don't deserve it (ha, ha). Have a
happy Valentine's Day anyway. Love, ooops, I
guess I should say...Your Friend, Leslie.
JSH - Thanks for restoring my confidence
in relationships. I'm really glad I decided to
"give it another shot" & I'm looking forward
to the future. Think summer! HLR
MAL - Happy Valentine's Day! Cant wait to
see you in your present. Love always, BMJ.
Dear Chris -1 have spent the past 3 months
falling in love with you; they have been the
best 3 months! I only look forward to falling
in love with you all over again every day! I
tove you, Steve.
Danielle - Happy Valentine birthday! God
bless you, Bama! Love, Nancy.
Duck Dodgers - Happy Valentine's! I'm
psyched for the IKE dance! Thanks for a
special 3 months..,you're the best! I tove ya
Penguin.
Eric - Hot fudge sundaes, C.C., ghosts I the
shop, cruising down the strip, wicked
sensations...ahhh, memories! You are
definitely the kind of guy everyone falls for
I miss my nurt ball, but I tove my wonderful
Spikey friend Happy V. Day Darlin'i
Forever, Paws.

Romeo - Happy 3rd Valentine's Day
together. All my tove 4 smooches 4 snoogie1
Your Juliet.
To The Vicki In My Fall French Class Je
suis enchante'e Parriez-vours m'appeller''
ToxH.,x4510.
Suzanne H - To a girl with a pretty smile,
next time I see you I'll be sure to smile!
Happy Valentine's Day! Don
Brendan - I've never been happier. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, Stephanie.
To The 4 Pack - Thanks for all the shared
popcorn, pizza, chocolate chip cookies &
"chats", they're great memories, happy
Valentine's Day! Love, Tricia - Keep sharing
or I'm telling everything!
Steven P - Your very best girl just wants
to wish you happy birthday 4 happy
Valentine's Day1 I'll always be so in love with
you, Sweetheart. Your Honey.
Danielle - Happy birthday 4 have a great
Valentine's Day. Somebody
Congratulations ArA on being selected to
install the new Alpha Gam chapter at
Randolph Macon College this weekend!
Jeff (J.R.) - You have a Valentine if you
want. Love, T.
Bobby Of ex - I'm watching you!
Jason - A great week! I tove you hunna! Lizzy
Brunot - Happy 6 months, happy
Valentine's Day Baby! I love you very much.
You're the best for putting up with me
(Redskins). You are ahead of my Mustang
Love, Mssy.
Frannie, Dawn, Linda, Leslie - You are the
best housemates anyone could ever ask for I
tove ya so much. Fran
EN - Happy Valentine's to my favorite
guys! Love y'all! Jacki
Amy - Will you be mine now 4 forever? You
are the best babe! Thanks for everything
We have it all together. I tove you. John
Mike Soccer Player - Where were you?
Thursday Night Convo Watchers.
Chris - There's no other guy in the world
for me but you. Happy V-Day. hon. I love
you, Pam.
"4 Star Pizza Man" - Are you trying to
bother me? Eliz
Dear Boo - Happy 21 st 4 a very happy
Valentine's Day. 21 years from now we win
really celebrate. Love, Boo.
Maria Rose - Happy Valentine's Day! I tove
you. Your Pal.
Stephanie kS. -1 find you very dominant 8
intriguing! Will you be my Valentine
Waiting patiently, M.C.
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Hey You - Christmas was fantastic. I love
the pine oil, the G. simulator, the skinny
dipping & streaking. Let's do #129 again,
during Spring break, OK? Love, Herbie.
Rod Compton - You're gorgeous! Your
blatk.hair & ivory skin make me hot. Ill be
watching you.
Michael - Looking forward to spending
Valentine's Day with you. Thanks for making
this 1 special. I love you, Amber.
Jeannie B - Happy Valentine's Day to Ms. C
1987! Master
Sam S. - You're being scoped! Are you
available? An Interested Blonde
To The Blue-Eyed Guy in History 236 Have a happy Heart Day!
David - Thank you for 4 incredible months!
Will you be my Valentine forever? I love you
always & always! Jill Marie
Fungi 4 Shots - Have the BAAest
Valentine's Day! Love, Turbo.

I Love My Fuzzy Butt! Nancy
Scool - Happy V-day & 1 month
anniversary to the sexiest, cutest, most
wo/derful man I know! YouVe made me
laugh, smile, cry-you've made me happier
than youll ever know! "Sing sha la la when
you're in love with a Jersey boy!" Thanks for
being you-you are perfect! Here's to many
more exciting days & nights with you-itll be
fun, even if we're doing nothing. I love you!
Your Brown-Eyed Girl.
Suzy With The Beautiful Brown Eyes - The
past month has been wonderful! I hope you
will be a special part of my life for many
months to come. Love, Bob.
Karri & Kris • Happy Valentine's from your
favorite Little Sisters.
Jackie - Thanks for all your support Big
Sister. Happy Valentine's Day. Love, Your
IN Little Brother Steve.
Aussi - I'm watching you & Sinbad! Wanna
hook-up? Venus
Brokendown Palace - Happy Valentine's
Day to Barrie, Mary, Heather, Lee & Me.

Scott E. Sanger - I want to have your
babies & do your dishes! Be mine forever
(or a little while).

McWilliams - Nobody loves you like I do! & no
one wiU! Wham!

Ang, Iwene & Other Shlongers - Happy
V.D.!

Demetrlos Amadeus - No one deserves to
look as good as you do! We love you!

To My 3 Favorite Droogs - You are the best
Valentine's anyone could have! ILY, Matisse.
Susan Morris - Just wanted to say thanks
for being a wonderful roommate! Love, The
Other Half of Susan & Susan, Inc.
Richard Kenneth Stone, Jr. - Will you be
our Valentine? Love, Missy, Rita, Lara, Lori
& Jennifer.
Bevs - Happy V.D. Hope you don't get it!
Pete, Cindy
To Our Valentines (Hippie & Nerd) - You
have really warmed our hearts. You're very
special & we love you! "Happy" Valentine's
Day. Love, Lisa* Shanna.
Little Doe - The last 11/2 years have been
fantastic but I need another massage soon.
Looking forward to spring break & formal. I
love you. Happy Valentine's Day, Tickle
Monster.
Kathleen • My feelings havent changed. I
still do...very, very much. Don't stop trying.
(USWE) Jeff
Loco - Happy V-Day! I'm glad we'll be
spending it together this year. I couldn't
ask for anyone better. I love you & look
forward to many, many more Valentine's
Days together. Thanks for being ther for
me anytime I need you. Stand by me always.
Love, Spud.

c4

P - You are the very best! I hope you
ive a great Valentine's Day. I love you.
have
TIT
AT&T

Steven Brock - Remember: "Kiss Me"!
Dallas - Can we be Valentine buddies? See
you Saturday! Christine
Kimmle - Don't worry, you're my Valentine
buddy too! Love, Sissy.
Jeff Wlthrow - Happy V.D.! (You didn't
know did you?)
Leslie - YouVe done so much for me that I
want to thank you for. Every once in a while
someone comes along who changes your life
& you are 1 of them. Smile & be happy,
because you deserve the best. I love you.
WO
Lisa - You're an awesome IN Big Sister'
Happy Valentine's Day. Love, Your Little
Brother Steve.
Crystal - The past 5 months have been
great. I hope there will be many more to
come. You are very special to me. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, Jeff.
Happy Valentine's Day to the women's T &^
F team. You too, George. From Norma
Bates & her sidekick.
We V Our Golden «*'s - The Brothers of

Susan - Happy Valentine's Day to the
greatest girl in the world. Love, Sam.
Kim -1 can't wait until Saturday. Will you be
my Valentine? This time it's really me
asking! Ratner

Hey A.Q.! Get psyched for you, me, Andre &
Whitney tomorrow night. It has been 1
soawesome year! Houston
Kelly Espin 4 Tina Peeples - Remember
something about a "Big Brother"? Sorry
it's taken me so long.. .how about a Valentine
meeting? Call Andy (x7166) or write P.O.
Box 5507.

Ken - I'm so happy you're here & we're
spending our 3rd Valentine's Day together.
I love you now more than ever but not as
much as I will in the future. A.W.A.M.,
8/8/88". All my love always, Ann.
John - Be my Valentine because Tatieboo
loves you. Wincky-Wincky!

Tell - Will you be my valentine? You
gorgeous thing. Chris

Donna Hefternan - A xn is lucky to have
you! I hope you hae a great Valentine's Day!
Your Big Sister.

Jules (E-Ah) - YouVe changed my life. I love
ya this much & always will. Forever yours,
SBUB (l-EE).

Arnie - Your eyes, your smile & your heart
have a way of making me a very happy pup!
Love, Mkhelle.

Spud - You look so well! I'm glad we made it
to another Valentine's Day! Can you think of
a Beatles song to describe Saturday? I can!
I love you. Smudge

Stace - Thanks for many great times 4
tender moments shared.. .you're what makes
my first real Valentine's Day very special.
So, in appreciation, I bequeath a BTTH.
Love.GM

Superman - You make my dreams come true!
I love you more than you know. Your
Valentine.
Sally - Happy Valentine's Day. Your
Beloved Master.
Dear Julie -1 love you! The past 3 months
have been wonderful (all because of a
"wink"). Thank you for sharing your life
with me, you're so special. That "instant
chemistry" lives 4 grows stronger every
day. I want to be with you forever. Love
always, Jay beau. PS I'm scoping you.
(Yeah, spatula mania on Saturday.)
Caryn, Marie 4 Debbie (Now In Fairfax)
Happy Valentine's Day to my wonderful
roommates, including our 5th (1st
semester) roommate, Tammy. Thanks for
giving me the apartment on the 14th Have
fun this weekend! I will! Drive carefully.
Love, Kath.
JRM - Happy Valentine's Day. Here's to
cool shorts on the beach & tires off the car.
The gift of the Magi & the gift of
friendship...to a 2nd story view in the
middle of the night & chocolate from the
post off ice... New Year's Eve & Valentine's
Day. Here's to you especially! Love, Vicki.
Unda Debus - Happy Valentine's Day! I hope
we can get together soon! Someone You
Know!
Pukacaluba -1 heart you! Thanks for the
past year (almost) & times to come. Here's
to spring break. Nibbly Nibbly Nibbfy
Malia Joy - Mmmm! Opus! Luther! Law
school, ha! Laura! I love ya! Mark Everett
JB - Happy Valentine's "dariin"! You are
very special to me. Love you, Pita.
Blair Carey - I'm having a terrible time
expressing myself, but this sums it up...I
think you're fantastic! Happy Valentine's
Day, David.
Ger, Michelle, Nlcee 4 Cheryl - Thanks for
everything! Love, WO.
Jetty - Happy Valentine's! Dinner's on me!
Love, Lisa

Bumper -110 days ago I met a beautiful girl
at a football game. Now I can't wait until
day 112.1 believe you & I love you. JJM
Tiger With The Brown Eyes - HVD to
someone special. Don't forget this
demanding lady & smile for me. Love, Tears.
Croc - The past 4 months have been
awesome. The initial rebellion paid
dividends. Love, The Nude One.
Ingrld - Happy Valentine's Day to an
awesome AXQ. Your Big Sis.
Lisa Megee - Alpha Chi loves you & so do I!
Get psyched, it's going to be great! Love,
Your Big Sis.
Ruth - Happy 1st (of many) Valentine's
Day. I love you. JP
Tikiland Tim - Most women are inherently
evil. Not me. Here's to a great friendship.
Happy Valentine's Day. The Manipulative
Woman.
Matt -1 love you, always. Love, Precious.
To My Skiing Pizzaman - I'm lucky to have
such a kind considerate person in my life.
Thank you for your smiles, your enffiusiasm,
your dumb jokes, your friendship &
especially your love. I love you John Petrillo.
Happy 3rd Valentine's Day from your
girlfriend (and Fritz).
To The Brothers of Kappa Sigma - Happy
Valentine's Day. We love you. Love, Your
Little Sisters.
Shifty - You're right! Everything we do is
awesome! Just wait 'til Saturday night! Be
my Valentine?! Forever yours, CPK.
To Eddie - My boyfriend, best friend 4
favorite drummer, I hope you have the
happiest Valentine's Day ever! Love,
Barbara.
Bob - Happy Valentine's Day! You're gonna
get hazed Saturday night (definitely)!
You're awesome & I love ya. Cheryl
Cory - Be mine? Love, Your Bay-bay.
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To everyone who didn't gel a Valentine's
Day personal - Happy Valentine's Day, from
XP.

To the guys In Ike C104 - Have a great time
Sat. night at the formal. Happy Valentine's
Day too. Guess who

Jeff- Happy Valentines Day!! me

Terrl, Usa, and Donna - Happy V-D from
the volunteer.

Tonya Purvis - Be my special Valentine.
Love, Rick.

A • Thanks for all of the wonderfuf'times
You mean more to me than you'll ever know.
Let's keep things going, OK? I love you!
HVD.B

Christine -1 donl know why you put up with
my drunken antics, but I'm glad you do.
Happy Valentine's Day! J. Alfred Dembiec

Jimmy - The last 5 months have been filled
with many smiles, special moments &
beautiful memories. Thank you for sharing
them with me, but most of all, thanks for
being you. Happy Valentine's Day! I love you,
Joan.

LIs - You're made me the happiest man in
the world. I love you & always will. Love,
Rob.

Samage - Happy Valentine's Day. It's all
propaganda anyway. Love you, The Sea
Monkey.

Chunk - You set me free! Happy Valentine's
Day. Love, Steve.

Jenn - Here's wishing you a happy
Valentine's Day! Good luck in the rest of
your meets. I'm behind you all the way! Love,
Jeff. '

Special Interest - Happy Valentine's Day &
a hearty "ungow" to you. Love, B.B.

"

Danielle - 2 people don't have to see each
other all the time to be friends & 2 people
donl have to know what's going on all the
time to care for each other. It's nice to
know well always be friends even under
circumstances like these! After all, isn't
that the way it should work? Your Buddy
For Life, Jane OrtEEz.
Paula - A personal for you, my forever
sweet & loving Valentine. John
Kathleen Cotter • Happy Valentine's Day!
You're cool, cruel & gorgeous. Don't ever
change! Love, VA Beach.
David • Thank you for the best 6 months
ever! Nancy
TJJ - Roses are red, violets are blue. You
now what Mr. Spock says? 97.835
megatons of love from me to you. Happy
Valentine's Day! DLD

Chris - Happy Valentine's Day. Thanks for
4 wonderful months. I love you, Mario. P.S.
This weekend will be great!

Erika - Happy Valentine's Day. Here's to
the future...see? See? Rugged & Mean.

Rob G. - Only 6 more. Hang in there.
Happy Valentines Day. Love,A-wipe.
Demo -1 can't wait until May! I've switched
to Guiding Light! General Hospital
Ace • You make loving fun! Thanks for
lighting up my life & being patient & caring.
You're the best! Cuddles
THE -1 owe you a little green thing (with
some lace too?) Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Gordita.

Andy - Looking forward to another
"storming" weekend. Love, Donna.

Biffy - Happy 20th birthday! Thanx for
making the past 1 1/2 years so special. Get
psyched for fun-in-the-sun. Happy
Valentine's Day! Sweetheart I love you
always, Muffy.

Craig - Hey sweetheart! Happy Valentine's
Day! Your Annimal.

Sandy & My "Suites'* - Yall are terrific!
Love ya, Dee.

Kenneth - Maybe sometime when we're both
sober. Love, Oh My Goonesia.

Kat - You're the best. Teamo. Love, Your
Little One.

Monkey - Can we MCLV? UNOWHMCIWU!
ISMCE hot forke! Reverse the position! I
want a MSJ bad! I LVU! HPE heart day! The
Goat!

Shortcake - Happy Valentine's Day. Love,
Matt & Mardee.
I Love Papa Bear - Pumpkin - Pie - Face Peach - Fuzz - Baby!

Hey Fred-Y - Wanna get raped? You are
my everything. ST.
Mitchell - Come over soon & I'll teach you
some Spanish. Love, Crazy.
Craig - Thanx for the great weekend,
you're the best. Next year will be even
better. I love you forever, Beth.
To The Boys In The Band (Captain Crunch)
- Have a great Valentine's Day! I'm sure
you'll find something to do. Kristen
Dear Pookie -1 love you! You have made me
so happy for 2 years & I cant wait to show
you how happy on Saturday. Love, Chumpie.
Chi Chi • Happy Valentine's! You wanted
reassurance? Ti amo, Te amo -1 love you
always! Latka's Wife
Butch - Thank you for being the person you
are & for teaching me how not to be afraid
to love someone. Wendy
Dianna - Happy Valentine's Day! With love,
Pete & Cindy.
David Rusinak - Be my Valentine! Love,
Nancy.
.
Jeff Paige - Thanks for being a great Big
Brother! Susan
QC - You're so cute & you're so fine, be a
little sweetie & be my Valentine. M. in 208.
Jason • Yes, you, Honey! Will you be my
Valentine? XOXOXO. Loving you, Your
Kate.

Hey Cyndie - I xxxx you! You fill in the
blanks, Babe. The Layerman.

David Rusinak -1 love you so much! Nancy

Randy (TPC) - Happy Valentine's Day! Do
you have a sweetheart?

Kathy - Happy Valentine's Day from the
nastiest of them all. R.B.
Happy Valentine's Day to the 3rd floor
girls of Shorts. Love, Henry, Gerald, Jeff,
Stu, & Martin. You're the best

Greg B. - Happy Valentine's Day! Me!

Snuggle Bunny - You're my lady, my love, my
princess. The best thing I know You're
Little Baby.

Mike - Thanks for all the love & fun you've
given me over the past 2 months. You're my
best friend & our friendship grows
stronger & closer every day that we're
together. Happy Valentine's Day. I love you,
Jeannette.

All Allgood - Happy Valentine's from your
favorite frat boy.

Dee Dee - Happy Valentine's Day to my very
special person. I love you. Thanks for all your
love. Love, Steve.

Rhonda M. - Thinking about you! Think about
you! Thinking about you! Happy Valentine's
Day! Steve

Angle - Have a wonderful Valentine's Day!
You're a super person and a real
sweetheart. Love, Stephen

It You'll Be Mine - It'll send chills up my
spine. Happy Valentine's Day Georgia! Love,
Eric.

Do you want to
work for us?
The Breeze currently is accepting
applications fbr 1987-88 staff
positions.
For more details, please turn to
page 6.

Happy Valentine's Day to my little sisters
Barbara, Mary and Patti I love you guys!
Maria
Robin and Tammy, Happy VD to two of the
niftiest, neat-o-keen roommates around.
Love, Pam
P-Dome and Whinery - Here's to one last
Valentine's Day, Ky. I'm going to bring the
champagne.
Jon - Happy Valentine's Day. Me
Todd - Have a great time tomorrow night &
Happy V.D. I know you'll find a quick date
(ha ha)! Thanx for hangin' out with me in
Souper One — I haven't found my car yet!
Diane
Housemates of 36-B and Pete Cummings
-Happy V.D.

T.J. - Will you ever be mine? An AXii
Pledge.
Scott - Happy Valentine's Day! VG

Vicky Gray - Happy Valentine's Day. GB

MD -1 bet you didn't expect this! Happy
V.D.
Happy V-Day lo the not chick crush" in
sunny SB. It's so cold here! ILY
Tasha - Have a great Valentine's Day! But
watch out—you never know whatll happen
Love, Keith
Darci - Happy Valentine's Day, Wee! It will
be fun-Zowee-celebrating with you and
Tim! M & M hearts to you forever! Amy
Roya and Laura - Happy Valentine's Day
from your weird and demented, but
adorable roommate. I wish you all the
candied hearts you can eat Coleen
Liz G. • Happy Valentine's Day. #7(,ne
list, that is)
Rob - You're mine. Diane
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"There it is ogoln ... a tolling mat in a past
lite I was someone named Shirley Moclaine
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Holly Near
'Lyrically oriented' artist performs in Grafton -Stovall Tuesday
By Pam Wiley
features editor

Grafton-Slovall Theatre was empty
Tuesday afternoon, except for a
keyboard player and several sound
technicians.
And a woman who was singing to the
whole world.
Holly Near, a singer/songwriter
known for her politically oriented
works, finished her sound check and
retired to her dressing room in the
wings — a storage nook in the wings.
Crammed into the storage nook were an
American flag and a slate flag, several
cardboard boxes, a bowl of fruit, a jug
of mineral water and a narrow
full-length mirror propped against the
wall.
Despite the reputation her songs
have gained her, the energetic,
freckle-faced strawberry blonde doesn't
call herself, a folk singer.
"I do my best not to call myself
anything. The only people who really
need to define an artist are the people
who do marketing — people who are
trying to promote an event or a record.
"And, consequently, when that
happens, some people call me a folk
singer, some people call me a political
artist, some people call me a feminist
artist. It depends on what their point of
view is.
Near added that she has always
believed that labelling an artist limits
that person's work in others' eyes.
"From my point of view, I came
into this world in a family that really
believed in not having any doors closed
and not thinking in that way about
anything — about life, about music,
about the land, about the world.
"And, so, the moment you start
saying you are a . . ." she paused and
gestured vaguely, "you immediately
close the possibility of being a
'something else.'"
Whatever she is. Near is politically
minded and outspoken, and her songs
reflect concerns for civil rights,
women's rights, gay rights and ecology
■— among other causes.
"I do sing music that is very lyrically
oriented, which a lot of folk music is.
It has ideas in it — progressive ideas,
and a lot of people associate that with
folk music. However, I don't play a
guitar, and I don't
sing in a
traditionally folk style."
Although she does not sing in one
particular style. Near said she has taken

Staff photo by MING LEONG
Singer/songwriter Holly Near appeared in Harrlsonburg for the
first time Tuesday night.
bits of different musical styles —
country, jazz and pop — and included
them in her performances.
The native Californian began
performing at an early age, and, besides
nurturing a singing career. Near
appeared in the film "Slaughterhouse
Five," the Broadway musical "Hair!"
and various television series. Fifteen
years ago she founded her own San
Francisco-based record company.
Redwood Records.

since then has recorded 11 others.
Her latest, titled "Don't Hold Back,"
should be released in April.
"It's like a new baby," she told her
audience of about 200 people Tuesday
night. "You have to wait to show it to
your family because now it's getting
pressed."
During the performance, they were
treated to not only a wide variety of
songs and musical styles, but also
portraits of Near"s childhood, her travels

"I think that music that presents a conscientious, progressive idea or songs
about people's everyday lives from a
progressive point of view are alwavs
y
there."
— Holly Near
"I began it not so much to be a
record company, but because I wanted
to make a record of my music," Near
said. "I was in the midst of working out
a record contract in Los Angeles, but, at
the time, which was about 1973, they
weren't so interested in peace songs."
Near recorded "Hang In There" in
1973 on the Redwood label, and

and her heroes.
Many songs were preceded by
explanations about why they were
written, like one work which Near
dedicated to her father. She told how
her parents, both union organizers met
in a defense plant in California durineg
World War II.
"They had a very romantic meeting.

She heard him singing a union song
and fell in love."
Two songs were dedicated to earlier
activists, anarchist Emma Goldman and
Harriet Tubman of underground railroad
fame.
Another was dedicated to an
Appalachian woman in her 90s who
tried everything she could to stop the
stripmining on the mountain where she
was born. In desperation, she planted
herself in front of the approaching
machinery, saying the mining company
wouldn't take the mountain without
taking her too.
"The sad thing is that they did pick
her up by the wrists and ankles and
carry her off that mountain," Near said.
"The beautiful thing is that she did not
go willingly."
Before a song from "H.A.R.P.," a
live album recorded with Arlo Guthric,
Ronnie Gilbert of The Weavers and
Pete Seeger, Near explained the album's
name.
"It's from our names — Holly, Arlo,
Ronnie and Pete. A lot of people think
it's harp music. We have these 'new
age' people pick it up and slip into their
hot tubs — and then Pete's banjo
starts."
Accompanist John Bucchino coaxed
every sound imaginable from the
Yamaha DX7 synthesizer, which Near
said they had not used before in place of
a piano.
"We've been having so much fun
today playing with it. . .1 still have my
1969 record player, and [Bucchino] has
a little tiny black and white TV."
When asked how many had never
been to a Near concert before, about
half of the audience applauded.
"Having never been here before," Near
said, "I didn't know whether four
people, one of whom is my cousin,
would show up."
Although the audience was small,
compared to other JMU concerts and the
"Woodstock generation" is fast
approaching middle age. Near said
before the concert that she does not
think her kind of music is a dying
breed
"I think that music that presents a
conscientious, progressive idea or songs
about people's everyday lives from a
progressive point of view are always
there."
She also says this music is much in
evidence today in Dolly Parton's "Nine

See NEAR page 17 >
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to Five," Peter Gabriel's concert
material — Film clips of which carry a
petition drive for Amnesty International
for the release of political prisoners and
Steven Van Zandt's anti-apartheid
album "Sun City."
A major influence on what music is
visible is American college students and
what they are thinking about.
"I think students are very much a
force in this country when they choose
to be, and when students decide to be
very visible, it opens up the option for
progressive music to be heard."
Near said she is glad to know the
future is in the hands of students who
are "looking at the world through
excited eyes" and related the
enthusiasm expressed by students at a
private high school for girls in Los
Angeles where she did a show.
"They were so wonderful. I mean,
these are kids who arc interested in
what's going on in the world, and
they're interested in peace, and they
want to make sure the world doesn't
blcrw up in a nuclear war, and they want
to be informed.
"One of them said to one of her
teachers, when they were doing a class
on the '60s and 70s, 'I hope that we
have a chance to do something as
important as you all did.'"

AFTER

Staff photo by MING LEONG
Near and accompanist John Bucchlno performed for two hours for an audience of about 200.

HOURS
THURSDAY

MUSIC
JMU Jazz Ensemble — Harrisonburg High School,
8 p.m., free.
Speidel, Goodrich and Lille — Mystic Den, $5
cover charge.
Iron Horss — Gandy Dancer. $3 cover charge.
Ths Sparkplugs — Calhoun's, $2 cover charge.
Disc Jockey — JM's Pub & Deli, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies, $1 for men.
DJ — Belle Meade, Ladies' Night. $1 cover charge for
ladies, $2 for men.
MOVIES
Vertigo (PG) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Little Shop of Horrors (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m.
■
Bedroom Window (R) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:35
p.m.
Crimes of ths Heart (PG-13) - Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m.
and 9:25 p.m.
Golden Child (PG-13) — RothTheatres. 7:15 p.m.
and 9:10 p.m.
Ths Mission (PG) — Roth Theatres. 7 p.m. and
9:20 p.m.
Light of Day (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.
COMEDY
Richmond Comedy Club — Campus Pub. 8 p.m.
and 10 p.m., $2 cover charge.
Comedy Zone — Scruples. Sheraton Inn. $4 cover
charge.

SATURDAY

FRIDAY
MUSIC.
DJ — Campus Pub, free.
Opera scenes — Anthony-Seeger Hall auditorium, 8
p.m., free.
John Gunner Mossblad and Visions —
Calhoun's, $2 cover charge.
Chuck Taylor and the Allstars — Mystic Den,
cover charge not available.
Southern Breeze — Gandy Dancer, $4 cover
charge.
Tims Bandits — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover
charge.
Steve Parks (folk) — Little Grill, $1 cover
charge.
,
Star City Band — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
pj _ Players, $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
About Last Night (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
My Bloody Valentine — Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
midnight.
Platoon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m..
5 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Outrageous Fortune (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:20
p.m. and 925 p.m.
Crimes of the Heart (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:30 p.m. and 7:20 p.m.
Over the Top (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
Light of Day (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m.
and 9:30 p»m,.
The Mission (PG) — Roth Theatres. 7 p.m. and
9-20 p.m.

MUSIC
TR3 — Campus Pub, $3 cover charge.
Opera scenes — Anthony-Seeger Hall auditorium, 8
p.m., free.
The Ryalls Bros. — Calhoun's, $2 cover charge.
Time Bandits — Scruples, $4 cover charge.
Rick Richardson and friends — Little Grill, $2
cover charge.
Code 11 — Mystic Den, $3 cover charge.
Southern Breeze — Gandy Dancer, $4 cover
charge.
Clyde Robertson and Ths Dakotas — Belle
Meade, $3 cover charge.
DJ and Danes Contest — JM's. $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
About Last Night (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Little Shop of Horrors (PG-13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Outrageous Fortuns (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:20 p.m.
and 9:25 p.m.
Over the Top (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
Crimes of ths Heart (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:30 p.m. and 7:20 p.m.
Platoon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
5 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Critical Condition (R) — Roth Theatres. 2 p.m..
7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Light of Day (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.; 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.^.
The Mission (PG) — Roth Theatres. 2 p.m.. 7 p.m.
and 9:20 p.m.
......

I
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ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS are now being scheduled
for Thursday, February 19th, 1987. If you're earning
a graduate or undergraduate degree in computer
science, bring your resume and talk one-on-one with
our recruitment director. But first, contact your
placement office for an appointment
The merger of Sperry and Burroughs has produced a powerful force
in the world of information technologies. This new force is Unisys.
A $10 billion company of more than 100,000 dedicated employees in
more than 100 countries. Tbgether, Unisys and Unisys people have
the power to change the future.
Unisys people are free thinkers, innovators, designers, and software/hardware systems experts. It's the power of our people, their
talent and intelligence, strengthened by the power of our management, that has made us one of the largest information technologies
and services companies in the world;
If you want to work with an internationally respected company
that's on the leading edge Of major developments in hardware,
software and applications for mini-, micro-, mainframe and
supercomputers for the commercial, military and private sectors;
take on the challenge of working side-by-side with people who have
the vision to turn problems into solutions; and reap excellent
benefits and opportunities for career advancement, then Unisys has
a unique opportunity for you.
If you're earning a graduate or undergraduate degree in computer
science we'll give you the opportunity to explore your talents, and
our support in developing them.
Put your powers to work at Unisys. Make an appointment to meet
with us during our on-campus interviews. Ifyou're unable to do so,
send your resume to: Ms. Nancy Sulliyafl7Unisys, 7925 Jones
Branch Drive, McLean, VA 22102. y

UNISYS
y

The power of

I'

US Citizamhip it raquWwl
Wa are an Equal Opportunity Employ*
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Groups to play Cupid this Valentine's Day
By Laura Hunt

staff writer

With Valentine's Day just around the corner, the
search is on for that special way to tell sweethearts
that you love them and friends that you appreciate
them.
With the help of various campus organizations and
several enterprising individuals, you can express
yourself with candy, balloons, flowers, or a
clown-a-gram.
Giving flowers is a Valentine's Day tradition, but
this year, three freshmen have added a new twist to the
long standing custom.
Dressed in tuxedos, Patrick Nellies, Nils Ahlgren or
Alan Smiley will deliver a rose to anyone on campus
for $5. Off-campus deliveries will be made, but "it
depends on how far off campus it is," said Smiley,
because, as freshmen none of the three have cars.
Off-campus deliveries will not cost extra if they're
easily accessible.
According to Nellies, the idea came when he and
Ahlgren "were looking at prom pictures, and we said if
we dressed up like that and delivered flowers, we could
make a killing."
Ahlgren owns a tuxedo, and "since we are both
romantics," Nellies continues, "we decided to give it a
The three believe they arc asking a fair price because
a single rose purchased from a local florist would cost
about $5.50, and delivery would cost extra. The
tuxedoed genUemen already have delivered about a
dozen roses, and they expect two or three dozen orders
for Valentine's Day.
Their business venture will noi end this weekend,
but will continue as long as people are interested in
the service.
"There will always be people who arc interested in
meeting someone or saying they are sorry," Nellies
says. "And roses just have a special way of doing
that."
Clown-a-grams is a new business venture for
Harrisonburg resident Loren Tusing, and he calls
Valentines Day weekend "my debut as a paid clown."
"I thought this town needed a clown," Tusing says.
After quitting his banking job of six years, he became
Loopy the Clown's "manager, owner, trainer and
performer."
Loopy can be hired for any occasion, and each
appearance varies in content. However, there are
several standard features, including a personal message,
a wrapped box of balloon animals, flowers and
kidding around with the clown-a-gram rec.pient and
others who happen to be present or are intentionally
present at the time of delivery.
Tusing charges $20 per Loopy-Gram but will have
10 percent discount coupons available this week.
Omega Psi Phi fraternity. Inc. and their Essence
Court planned to sell candy-grams - a bag of hard
candy
and a song performed by•» the deliverer.
The idea
waiwy aim a sung f~'"»"
,
_-„i
later was revised to a bag of candy and a personal
message written on a red paper heart
If you are buying for that special someone, a bag
costs 50 cents. If you wish to send out mass quantities
of Vakndne greetings, you can purchase three bags of
candy for $1.
- h„n
A few sororities. fraternity »* fters and hall
councils are selling add-delivered Valentine Day
balloons. The sist*' of Alpha Sigma Tau wdl
deliver a red helium balloon and a personal message
$1.

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
Patrick Nellies prepares to deliver a rose and Valentine message. He and two other
freshmen expect two or three dozen orders for the service this Valentine's Day.
Sophomore Gail Gonya, fund-raising chairwoman,
says last year AST sold balloons on campus and by
mail to parents of students.
This year, the sales are limited to students, and
Gonya expects "most of the orders to be placed within
24 hours of Valentine's Day."
The little sisters of Sigma Pi fraternity are selling
red and white helium balloons for $1. They will
deliver the balloons and messages on or off campus.
Chris Bunting, a junior, says, "We are always trying
to find new ways to raise money," and seasonal items

like balloons sell better than raffle tickets.
Joining the groups and entrepreneurs this Valentine's
Day is the game room on the top floor of the Warren
Campus Center. Friday through Sunday, the game
room will reserve four of the eight pool tables for
couples. The tables will be decorated with hearts, and a
couple can play pool for the price of one person.
From fraternity candy to red roses, this Valentine's
Day offers ample opportunity to be original in saying
those three little words.
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Sign up for Army ROTC Basic
Camp. You'll get six weeks of
challenges that can build up your
leadership skills as well as your
body. You'll also get almost $700.
But hurry. This summer may be
your chance to graduate from
college with a degree and an officers
commission. Be all you can be.
See your Professor of Military
Science for details.
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Dukes overcome American
By Rob Washburn
sports editor

ARLINGTON — No one could have blamed the
JMU men's basketball team if it had put on a
subpar performance Monday night against
American University.
After all, the Dukes were coming off a
heartbreaking 73-71 loss to Navy, center Thorn
Brand was back in Harrisonburg with the flu,
freshman Claude Ferdinand had a bruised leg and
fdrward Kennard Winchester was battling tendonitis
in his foot
But before a crowd of 884 at Fort Myer
Ceremonial Hall, JMU placed six players in double

figures, outre bounded the taller Eagles and walked
away with an 82-77 victory.
"I've always felt good about this team because
they've found a way to win all the time," JMU
head coach John Thurston said. "We won and
played excellent basketball even though we didn't
have Thommy, we couldn't start Kennard, and
Claude was just dragging his leg up and down the
court. I'm real proud of our effort because we
played very hard."
The win improved the Dukes' record to 16-6
overall and 6-4 in the Colonial Athletic
Association. The 16 wins is the most JMU has
had in a season since 1983. That, incidentally, was

the last time the team made a visit to the NCAA
tournament, and Thurston is hopeful post-season
play is on the horizon again.
"We really wanted this game because now we
have to start to think about postseason," Thurston
said. "Now, every game becomes a big, big game
because it takes you closer to the NCAA's.
"To be talking about that now for these guys is
miraculous. It's one of the great stories in college
basketball what these guys have done. We don't
have great size, we don't rebound well, we don't
shoot free throws well . . . if we did those things
we'd be 19-3 at the absolute minimum."
See MEN page 24 >

JMU continues win streak, trounces Eagles
By Mark Charnock
managing editor

,

Things are going well for the JMU
women's basketball team at this point
in the season. In fact they might be
going too well.
It seems that when you're 19-3, on an
eight-game win streak and no
conference team has come within
double figures of you all season, some
complacency is bound to be right
around the corner.
Take Monday night's 79-59 win over
American, for instance. JMU head
coach Shelia Moorman held her team
about 15 minutes after the game,
reemphasizing what the 15th-ranked
Dukes are on the court for.
"I think it's difficult. They are 18- and
19-year-olds, they have won and they
have won by big margins. They're a
little spoiled, maybe even a little
complacent
"It's time to overcome it. We gotta
get hungry. We gotta get enthusiastic
and enjoy what we're doing. That's what
it's all about
"You gotta enjoy what you're doing
out there. I think we owe it to some
very loyal fans to play with
enthusiasm."
The numbers don't indicate that
anything was wrong with the Dukes.
Sydney Beasley led JMU for the third
straight game with 25 points and 10
rebounds. Beasley also was named for
the third time this year as the Colonial
Athletic Association player of the
weck

-

A tn

The 6-foot-1 center has scored ii
points on 62 percent shooting from the
field in JMU's last three contests.
"I don't feel that I'm personally
playing-keuar," Beasley said. "We're
just working it around."

In the first half against the Eagles,
Beasley and the rest of the Dukes didn't
give Moorman much to complain
about. JMU took control from the start
against the team many believe to be
JMU's suffest conference competition.
The Dukes ran out to a quick
eight-point lead following Alisa Harris'
jumper midway through the first half.
From there, JMU continued to
pressure American's premier players —
guard Jody Thornton and forward Kelly
Lane. When all was said and done. Lane
finished with 11 points and Thornton
nine.
Moorman was pleased with her
team's first half performance, but
wished JMU had demonstrated the
consistency that had given her team a
37-22 lead at the half, rather than the
complacency that was to follow in the
final 20 minutes.
"The first half was much better, with
the exception of the last few minutes.
"The last few minutes of the first half
were sort of a hint to me that we
thought that we could get by with less
than our best for the rest of the game."
The Dukes showed signs of giving
less than their best in the second half.
Of the Dukes' 20 personal fouls, 13
came in the second half, including one
spurt where JMU committed three fouls
in the span of 15 seconds. Moorman
was especially upset by the fouls.
"Another thing I was not real pleased
with was all the fouls in the second
half," she said. "We needed to play
without fouling so the clock could
rvn

" also ran into a serious problem
u
JMU
with turnovers. The Dukes committed
24 for the game, just five short of their
season high against Virginia.
"All you have to do is give a little bit

Staff photo by MING LEONG
JMU guard Donna Budd (right) fires over American's DaWf-OIIler and the Dukes' Betsy Witman In JMU's 79-59 win Monday.
more concentration, energy into what
you're doing to put you over that edge,"
she said.
Moorman said she will appeal more
to the team leaders and outgoing
personalities on the squad in hopes of

getting the Dukes back some of the
intensity lost against American.
One of those people is Flo Jackson.
The point guard has been bothered by a
See WOMEN page 24 >
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Thurston adjusts to success
By Chris Dupuy
staff writer

personal relationship. You always like
to have it. Time just doesn't permit me
now to spend the time that you need on
in individual basis."
Despite the time constraints, it is
evident that Thurston loves the
coaching profession.
"One of the very major reasons why I
coach is because I still enjoy the fact
that you may have a positive influence
on players' lives in getting them to
realize how hard they have to work to
achieve something," he said.
The coach has instituted a more
wide-open offense this season, leaving
room for the players to do some
improvising, a rarity during
Campanelli's reign.
"I believe in allowing them to
express their personality or. the court,
and personally I enjoy it," he said,
adding "we try and play the way I would
like to see a team play if I was going to
watch the game."
As for the future, Thurston remains
evasive. He admits that JMU will not
be a big winner annually as long as the
Big East Conference and Atlantic Coast
Conference are in existence, but he
cannot help but be pleased with the
progress the team has made this year.
"I didn't think at the beginning of the
year that this is a tournament team.
Right now it would take a lot of breaks
for us to be a tournament team. But I'll
tell you what, this team has fought and
scrapped to even get into consideration
for it, and that's the important thing,"
he said. Then, with conviction, he adds,
"That's what the great story is, I
believe, is that they really work very,
very hard."
It is obvious through listening to
Thurston that he is determined to
produce a winner for JMU, if not this
year, then soon.
"As we go further in recruiting each
year we will get closer to what I call
the ultimate game. We're not there yet,
we're not at our ultimate game. We
need probably two more years of
recruiting to get to where we can play
my type of game, the game that I like,
the Ultimate way."
Thurston pauses and adds, "and when
the fans see that, they're gonna go
crazy."
Toilet paper rolls streaming through
the air? The bleachers shaking like a
Central American earthquake?
Screaming fans causing opponents to
cringe as they approach the foul line?
Forget about the Tylenol, John
Thurston would gladly welcome the
bedlam, because he knows fans only do
such things in support of winners. The
JMU head coach is determined to
produce winners — for the players and
the fans, not to mention his own piece

The Convocation Center vibrates as
the fans rock the bleachers in
anticipation of an important game
against Colonial Athletic Association
rival George Mason University.
When JMU scores its first basket,
toilet paper rolls fill the air and play
must be halted to clear the court of the
debris. The Dukes are assessed a
technical foul, which is converted into
points by George Mason.
This scenario would send most
coaches to the locker room in search of
Tylenol, but JMU head coach John
Thurston manages to keep the fans'
actions in a positive perspective.
"We never had that problem last
year," Thurston said with a laugh,
referring to his initial season as head
coach that produced only Five wins.
"We had great crowd control last
year."
However, (his year is very different.
The 38-year old, prematurely
gray-haired Thurston has turned the
Dukes into the most improved men's
college basketball team in the nation
this year.
Toilet paper, technical fouls and
community complaints arc all easier for
a head coach to handle when his team is
winning. When asked about the
incessant losing that went on during his
first season as successor to the popular
JMU basketball coach John Thurston's life has changed as the
Lou Campanelli, Thurston admits he
Dukes have gone from 5-23 last season to 16-6 this year.
didn't handle it well.
"Losing, when you're working toward
some relaxation time. As a head coach
a goal, whether it's basketball or players, rather than them having to
you don't have that," he said.
anything else, and you just can't seem adapt to me."
To deal with the increases in
Ken
Halleck,
a
sophomore
guard
for
to reach that goal, then you become
publicity
a head coach receives,
frustrated," he said. "When you're the Dukes, noticed the coach's
Thurston
avoids
discussing his private
frustrated you're stepping out of your adaptability during an early season
life
with
the
press.
He is polite, but
game
against
North
normal personality."
very
firm
about
this
policy when it
To help control the frustration, Carolina-Wilmington, when JMU into
comes
up
during
the
course of an
Thurston brought his daughter Clancy halftime trailing the Scahawks after a
interview.
on board this season as a team manager. lackluster effort in the first half.
"I brought Clancy around because I Thurston, whom Halleck describes as a
"I've always been a loner. I'd just
"very strong, complex person," who
didn't want to be a yeller, a screamer
rather talk about my team, winning or
and a curser, and knowing that she's "rarely screams" during practices, was
losing," he said, surrounded by the
not at all pleased with his team's
photos of former JMU players and
there sort of calms me."
Finding solutions for the team's performance.
teams that adorn the walls of his office.
"He went berserk on us," Halleck
shortcomings, as well as his own, is an
"I like the anonymity that I still have,
example of what Thurston considers his said.
where I can walk into a grocery store
The dressing down worked, as the
biggest asset — his adaptability. "You
and nobody knows who you are ... I
always try to adjust to the situation Dukes rolled to victory following the
hope I can always enjoy that"
based upon what you think is the best intermission.
His voice reflects the knowledge that
As Thurston puts it "I do what it
the anonymity might fade, especially if
way to try and coach there," he said.
the Dukes continue to win.
"There are certain games where you. takes to get them to play at their
highest
level.
Nothing's
ever
personal."
yourself, have to generate.the emotion
Another facet of head coaching
Thurston has found that the switch
in the game, and there are others where
Thurston has had to adjust to is a more
you have to hold back on it because the from assistant coach, a position he held
formal relationship with his players;
at JMU for 10 years, to head coach also
players have generated itthe opposite of what existed when he
"As a coach today you have to be. requires a great deal of adaptability.
was the assistant coach.
He believes the biggest adjustment is
adaptable. You're always different
"There's probably a closer
things to different guys. Some guys in getting used to the increased demands
relationship
with the assistant coach
need different handling, and that's what of his time.
than
there
is
with the head coach, and
"There's no free time as a head coach.
makes coaching interesting. That was
that's
the
thing
I admit I miss the
As an assistant coach you spend a lot of
one of my goals this year — win or
e
-lime-orrthowadiwHiica-you'd tarvs' .VMStl»t » H& * HUflift till BlMfc ► t rcifSUrl k * »***** fcfct fcja»**«**t« i
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Men

But the Dukes came back behind its
two leading scorers. Brent and
Winchester. The two combined for 16
of JMU's first 18 points and pushed the
Dukes back in front 57-52.
"Boo Boo didn't have a good first half
and when he comes out and starts to
contribute, it makes you feel better,"
Thurston said. "Kennard looked like
Kennard tonight in the second half. It
just takes him a little time to get
warmed up because of the tendonitis."
JMU continued to expand its lead in
the second half, going up 74-59 with
3:11 to play. But a pair of misses on
the front end of one-and-one's enabled
the Eagles to close within 74-68 with
1:28 to go.
The Dukes finally were able to close
.it out at the line with the help of

three-point range in American's 69-67
win in January.
Another unsung hero was junior
Robert Griffin. The 6-foot-2 guard
connected for a season-high 11 points
and did an outstanding job of defending
American's leading scorer Frank Ross.
Ross did score 29 points, but he was
forced to shoot the ball 26 times to do
it.
"I thought the key was Robert
Griffin's job on Frank Ross," Thurston
said. "You can't stop Frank, he's a pro.
You try to make it harder for him, and I
think Robert did that."
In the second half, the Eagles came
out flying behind Ross. The 6-foot-2,
all-CAA selection scored American's
first 11 points of the half and led his
club to a 44-43 lead.

> (Continued from page 21)

Against the Eagles, the game was one
of spurts throughout. JMU jumped out
to an early 22-13 lead, but American
ran off the next 11 points to go up by
two. The Dukes responded with a 14-4
run later in the half to lead 39-31 at the
break.
JMU got its usual point production
out of Ben Gordon (18 points), Eric
"Boo Boo" Brent (10), John Newman
(10) and Winchester (13), but it also
got help from some surprsing sources.
Ralph Glenn, who started in place of
Winchester, scored all of his career-high
nine points in the first half to pace
JMU. He also was able to shut down
American's Pat Witting, who burned
the Dukes for 16 points from

Women

The key thing JMU needs now is a
involved in those close games, I really
think that that is what we need at this
point."
Despite this "lack of intensity"
against American, the Dukes seem to
challenge from some of its opponents.
That should come a week from today
when the Dukes head to Norfolk to play
Old Dominion. That's a game that can't
come soon enough, Moorman said.
"I really think that that's what we
need at this point...," she said. "We've
gotta gear ourselves up to that intensity

> (Continued from page 21)

cold the last few games, and said that's
kept her from giving 100 percent.
"I don't know. I didn't feel like we
were complacent until the end of the
game," she said. "We came out strong,
and I got kind of tired because I've been
sick lately.
"I played 10 minutes straight and
that took a lot out of me. Then she
[Moorman] was expecting a lot from
me and I couldn't give her what she
wanted."
WWW

level. If we can play well and be
be rolling right through conference
opponents. JMU faces Richmond,
William and Mary and East Carolina, as
well as ODU, on the road before
returning home for the CAA
tournament and a probable second
straight bid to the NCAA tournament.
Moorman, for the most part, is trying
to light a fire under her team to get the
intensity needed for NCAA tournament
competition.
"I think it's important that you reach
your potential...," Moorman said.

Ferdinand. The freshman forward netted
four straight from the charity stripe to
raise the margin back to nine and seal
the victory.
"Everybody's taking a turn and that's
what makes you happy as a coach,"
Thurston said. "Claude showed a lot of
courage just playing tonight."
JMU returns home Saturday night for
a rematch with conference rival William
and Mary. The Dukes lost to the
Indians 71-61 in Williamsburg and
Thurston said his club has something
to prove.
"Now we're home against a team that
we really want badly, William and
Mary," he said. "We played probably
our poorest game of the year down there
and we want to make up for that."

"There's no doubt about it. If we get in
the NCAAs, it'll be Katie bar the door.
Every team is a great team."
JMU Notes—JMU moved from T7th to
15th in this week's Philadelphia
Inquirer/Associated Press poll. The
Dukes lead the CAA in scoring defense
(57.4), field goal percentage defense
(42.4 percent), scoring margin (+16.4)
and rebounding margin (+7.2). JMU
also is ranked nationally in defense and
scoring margin.
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Dukes'fencer battles in lonely Godwin Hall
By Sonny Dearth
assistant sports aditor

Standing on the black mat with her
knees bent, a masked fencer extends her
right arm and moves her left arm to one
side. She and her white lame jacket are
attached to electronic scoring equipment
by a long wire.
She is poised for the battle.
As she moves into position, she
hears the command, "Fence!"
Behind the dark mask lies JMU'
varsity athlete Dina McClanahan.
Rather than the Ben Gordons and
Warren Marshalls of JMU, McClanahan
and other unsung Dukes keep the
"Sportsfile" section of The Breeze
filled week after week.
As the bout begins, the music blares
from the crowded aerobics session on
the other side of a huge Godwin
partition.
It's Monday night, and many Dukes'
fans are either at the Convocation
Center watching the JMU-Amcrican
women's game or listening to the
broadcast of the men's contest.
But about 20 people arc at Godwin
Hall tonight halfway through the
JMU-Lynchburg meet. This hardly
could be mistaken for the "Electric
Zoo."
"Sometimes I wish we had more fans,
but I realize a lot of people have never
heard of fencing," McClanahan said. "I
really appreciate the people that do
come out."
The petite, bespectacled McClanahan
faces Lynchburg's Peter Katt in her
third bout of the evening. She already
has won her first two bouts to help
give the Dukes a 5-3 lead, but now she

must duel a man.
She deflects her opponent's attack,
forcing Katt to run off the mat. The
official, known as the director, says a
few words that sound like a French III
lesson.
As the bout continues, each fencer
scores four touches. Each knows the
next hit wins.
Katt's strength prevails in the "sudden
death" situation as he deals the final
blow. If Kail's "sword" had been real,
McClanahan perhaps would be mortally1
wounded.
This is not life or death, however.
This is JMU.non-rcvcnuc athletics, and
McClanahan enjoys it. She shakes
hands with Katt and walks off the mat
smiling.
"I had never seen ihc sport (before
coming to JMU]," the junior transfer
student from Wheaton, Md. said.
"Some friends of mine on the team
invited mc to join.
"It was fascinating; it was unlike
anything I'd ever done in my life."
Intercollegiate fencing does not
resemble "The Three Musketeers" or an
Errol Flynn movie, according to
McClanahan. It is a battle of the brains.
"It's very intense mentally,"
McClanahan said. "You have lo face the
fact if you make a mistake it could cost
you dearly, while at the other time
you're waiting for your opponent to
make a mistake."
McClanahan has studied the mental
aspect of sports. A psychology and
English major, she has written a term
paper on motivation.
An interesting psychological factor in
the sport is the safety mask each
competitor must wear. McClanahan

REC

Men's Basketball Scoreboard
JMU

Total

FG
FT
Ferdinand 2-3 7-8
Glenn
4-7 1-2
Newman 4-10 2-3
Gordon
4-6 9-14
Brent
4-10 0-0
Griffin
3-3 5-7
Wnchster 6-9 1-3
Team
Total 27-48 25-37

RB
3
2
9
5
4
1
6
4
34

TP
11
9
10
18
10
11
.1.3

FT
0-0
0-0
0-2
2-2^
4-7
1-2
0-0
0-0
1-2

RB
1
1
3
3
9
1
2
4
4
3

31

77

JMU
39
4382
American
31
4677
Three-point goals: JMU (3-7): Brent 2,
Gordon; American (5-12): Ross 3,
Witting 2. Fouls- JMU 17, American 29.
Turnovers- JMU 18, American 12.
Technical fouls-American bench
A-884.

Tp
2
6
2
29
16
38
8
3

The Feb. 14 JMU men's basketball
game against William and Mary will
feature student Mercury Drawing Night.
During the course of the game, nine
JMU students will be selected to enter
the Bob Wade Lincoln-Mercury
Giveaway Contest to be held on Feb.
16.
Also, two JMU students will also
win a professional model skateboard,
compliments of Coca-Cola Bottling
Corporation.

Collins each posted 1-3 marks. But the
Lynchburg match would be different.
Sparked by McClanahan's frequent
sideline encouragement, both the
Dukes' Tanya Velt and Cathy Crisp
win their bouts to give JMU an
insurmountable 9-4 lead with three
bouts remaining.
The Dukes, however, do not resemble
a seasoned group of veterans this year.
Only McClanahan and Mohler had
competed before this season.
Knowing this. Lung now decides to
send in some of her more inexperienced
troops into battle.
"In fencing it's definitely practical to
have a JV [junior varsity] since a team
only consists of four people,"
McClanahan said. "Debbie tries to
substitute to allow the JV to get some
experience."
Lynchburg wins the last three bouts,
closing the final margin to 9-7. After
the 16th bout, fencers converse warmly
with the same people they had dueled
minutes earlier.
Unlike those in the Convocation
Center, these JMU athletes have to
move the chairs after their
performances.
As the Lynchburg fencers leave,
McClanahan and a teammate roll the
cart in to help prepare Godwin for the
upcoming rush of pickup baketball
games.
About three hours later, a surprising
announcement comes over Harrisonburg
radio station Q-101.
"And in college sports tonight, well
start with fencing. JMU defeated
Lynchburg tonight 9-7 at Godwin
Hall."
For one night, at least, the basketball
scores don't come first.

REPORT

ACTIVITIES-

82

AMERICAN
FG
Sumner
1-4
Bonsalle 3-5
Scherer
1-1
Ross
12-26
West
6-13
Sampson 1-3
3-7
Witting
Harrison 4-5
1-2
Levy
Team

32-66 8-15

said that helps her mentally.
"It helps me concentrate on fencing
and not concentrate on the opponent's
facial expressions."
Those expressions could gel
intimidating to a woman facing a man
in what has become a co-educational
sport, even though no men currently
fence for the Dukes.
"I like it [competing against men],"
McClanahan said. "They are harder to
beat. They're usually taller and their
attacks come in stronger. They tend to
be more aggressive."
Aggression doesn't always work,
however, as the counteratlacker often
has the edge in the final ruling.
If both fencers make a legal hit at the
same time, the director [match official]
must decide who had the right-of-way to
score. After a hit is recorded by the
electronic equipment, the director
explains the situation using words like
"remise" and "repose."
"The only French words I know are
fencing terms," McClanahan said.
"Occasionally we have a French director
who directs in French, and that's a little
hard to deal with."
In this meet, however, the director is
former JMU coach Jean Dalton, who
relinquished her post to Debbie Lung
this season.
McClanahan has great respect for
both of them.
"Both of the coaches are excellent,"
she said. "We go out there and fence to
win, but we're not cutthroat. If we lose
a bout but we fenced our best, they're
genuinely pleased."
The young Dukes (4-6) lost to
Virginia 10-6 Tuesday, as number one
fencer Sandy Mohler won three bouts.
McClanahan, Angela Leffel and Jennifer

BASKETBALL- The deadline for
co-rec two-on-two play is 12 p.m.
Feb. 19 in Godwin 213.
SKATING- A free skating night will
be held 7:30-10 p.m. Feb. 19 at
Skatetown USA.
ANNOUNCEMENTS-

AEROBICS-Applications
for
instructors are available in Godwin
213. The deadline is Mar. 2.
The aerobics session will be held
Feb. 13 in gym side A only.
BASKETBALL- The women's
intramural championship game will
be held immediately following the
JMU-Richmond men's game Feb.
16.

RESULTSBASKETBALL- In the "Hot Shots"
competition, Julius Randolph won
the men's division while Kerry Anne
Pearce won the women's event.
Jack Demetris won the men's free
throw competition, while Margaret
Smith
won
the
women's
championship.
Glenn Schultz won the men's
one-on-one "pro" championship.

Have a heart to heart
with your doctor...

o

American Heart
Association
WFRE FIGHTING FOR
\OURLIFE
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This edilorial is addressed to whoever graced the Warren Campus
Center, PC Dukes and the Village with graffiti messages Friday night.
First, a warning. The campus police are investigating your action and
promise to deal with the situation "appropriately."
Second, we're impressed that someone around here was motivated to
express their views. But defacing the campus aim exactly an intelligent
way to do it. Granted, everybody visiting campus this week who wasn't
blind or illiterate saw your message. But in all probability they also thought
unkind thoughts about you since you vandalized attractive buildings that
happen to be public, not your property. And they wont soon forget it; rain
doesn't wash paint away.
People would be more forgiving if you'd expressed yourself on the
Cantrell Avenue graffiti wall since it's already so defaced that another coat
of paint won't make a difference. There's also the water tower across Main
Street which Js slated to be removed anyway (of course, any such
vandalism is completely unjustified). But if you must use campus
buildings as a sounding board, you should have caught a clue from some
of last year's freshmen, who daringly hung a banner proclaiming "Garber
Rules" from the Phillips Center roof. Banners, you see, can be harmlessly
removed after everyone has had a look.
Third, a word on what you wrote. We agree money often causes
violence and America should be in the peoples' hands but yourjmmature
statement about President Reagan (the profane comment on the PC
Dukes stairway was painted over on Saturday morning) could only make
those who dislike him less proud of feeling that way.
If you or anybody else reading this wants to express views, we invite
you to do it right here on our Reader's Forum page. Quite simply, it exists
so people like you can express yourself, without defacing property.

IP WE WD GIVE AMERICA BACK TO
THE PEOPLE, WOULDTHEY LOOK
LIKE THISt

AMERICA S
VIOLENCE...
MORRISON IS
A

TENDERLOIN.

The above edilorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board.

'Amerika' brings out the best in propaganda
A few weeks ago, Harry Atwood wrote a column
on propaganda in which he emphasized its prevalence
in both Soviet and American media. He said that
"Americans, maybe more than any other people,
must remember to analyze what they are fed,"
whether it is ladled out by The Washington Post, the
nightly news, or even The Breeze. But where Harry
drew the line with propaganda at George Will and
TASS, some people, strangely enough, are willing to
go even further.
On Sunday night, ABC television will unleash its
controversial 14-and-a-half hour behemoth
"Amerika," which has been labeled as everything
from "Nazi-bondage porn" (Newsweek) to just plain
"dopey" (Rolling Stone). The mini-series is currently
under attack from about 150 different groups, each
waving the same red flag—"Amerika," they say, is
propaganda.
Gosh. Could it be that the people who gave us
"Roots" and "The Thorn Birds" are delving into,
well ....what?
A "travesty," says United Nations Secretary General
Javier Perez de Cuellar, obviously miffed about the
use of the UN logo in the movie's portrayal of our
captors, the goonish "Soviet United Nations
Amerikan" peacekeeping force. You know, the kind
that burns homes and sets up gulags and such.
Anyway, "Amerika" isn't what's really bothering
him. Its the attention the UN's been getting lately.
You see, the UN is rather sensitive these days. It has
been charged with being a Soviet propaganda tool

mm

itself, and if so, this "Amerika" thing is definitely a
conflict of interest.
Some funky liberal groups have gotten into the act,
too. From Jonathan Halperin of the Committee for
National Security: "It reinforces stereotypes and
hinders public awareness." Stereotypes? Perhaps he
forgot that Russia really does keep her citizens
behind walls with guns, dogs, and barbed wire
because its cut-and-paste job of applying outdated and
inept political theories doesn't work.

GUEST COLUMNIST
Rob Morano

As for hindering public awareness, the Russians
themselves, after nearly telling ABC News' Moscow
bureau to pack its bags when they initially learned of
the project, have now offered to rent a copy of
"Amerika" and show it back home. Said the deputy
chairman of Soviet TV and radio, "It would be useful
if Soviet TV viewers were shown how public
opinion in the USA is formed." Useful for whom?
Even they think we're a bunch of boneheads.
Not to be outdone, the rightists are appalled at the
suggestion that the U.S. military would surrender

M

without a fight, even in a fictional mini-series , mind
you. So they cut loose Red Irvine from Accuracy In
Media to snoop around and determine whether "ABCs
facilities were being used to disseminate propaganda."
(Remember "Reefer Madness?" That was propaganda,
but somehow I don't think Red and the boys would
agree.) In the ensuing tragicomic confrontations,
Chrysler Corp. got cold feet and walked off stage
with its $7 million ad campaign. "The pride is back."
but not until the end of the show, okay?
And just what is "Amerika ?" It's writer-director
Donald Wrye's fantasy (read: fiction) of an occupied
republic, ten years later. This is the way it could end,
Wrye suggests—not with a bang but a whimper...
■ Suddenly the wacky left cries "Red Scare
paranoia," the UN "libel." and before you know it the
whole thing snowballs into hysterically ironic
poliuchaos (read: propaganda). Don't look. kids. It's
nu pnme-time now.
Its a sad fact that some people have yet to see
trough their delusional "Red Dawns." to come down
from their "Rambo"-uppers, to recover from their
acoccan lobotomies. These are some of the people
the cnt.es of "Amerika"-attempt to keep from
mink,ng, as "Amerika" might insist they do, about
wnat being an American truly entails, because real
fljought is the arch-rival of propaganda, and they're in

Rob Morano is a freshman majoring in English and
communication.
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Freshman reading list misunderstood
To the editor:
The officers of Sigma Tau Delta, the English honor
society, would like to respond to Penny Sink's letter
(The Breeze, Feb. 2) criticizing the freshman reading
list.
First, we applause JMU for creating its own
academic standards of excellence without consulting
either the University of Virginia or William and
Mary, to whom Ms. Sink compares us. Perhaps her
dilemma over the "enigmatic" reading list could be
resolved by noting what the real purpose is behind it.
The reading list is not designed to serve as curriculum
per se but rather to provide students with a common
foundation of knowledge which they will be able to
apply to other works and philosophies encountered
while studying here.
Ms. Sink feels JMU's instructions "to simply read
the books" are insufficient. But she fails to tfalize
that what one derives from literature is not something
to be dictated, especially at the university level, but
something "appreciated and drawn upon by the
individual as needed."

Ms. Sink makes a valid point when complaining
that the time period allotted to read the listed books is
too short, but she mistakenly assumes that, contrary
to stated instructions, she must read the entire Bible
instead of only five books from it.
Ms. Sink's information about the lecture series is
also erroneous. The series costs the university
nothing. The lecturers donate their time and
knowledge and Sigma Tau Delta lakes care of the
publicity costs. We also are grateful to numerous
faculty members in each department who are willing
to help us.
As far as Ms. Sink's anxiety over failure to
remember "intimate details" is concerned, her fears are
unfounded. The lecturers do not focus in on points so
minuscule that students would be hard pressed to gain
benefit from attendance. Each speaker thus far has
provided adequate information so that even students
who have not bothered to read the work are capable of
gleaning some sense of what it concerns.
Of course, not all professors incorporate the entire
reading list into their curriculum. However, they

should be able to assume that students have at least a
basic knowledge of some "classics" so there will be a
basis for common reference.
Ultimately, responsibility for incorporating the
outside reading into one's own curriculum lies with
the student. Remember, "there are more things in
heaven and earth than are dreamt of in your
philosophy." (This might sound familiar if you had
time to read "Hamlet.")
In concluding, we hope students will attend the
upcoming lectures based on the reading list simply
because they are motivated to do so, not because they
have been bribed or coenred by their professors. This
idea might seem novel at best or silly at worst, but
perhaps students could take their own initiative and
attend these lectures in order to broaden their minds
and share in the knowledge of others.
Mary Carol Donald
senior
French/English

Margaret Gregory
senior
English/Russian

Columnist guilty of 'ambiguous conclusion'
To the editor:
While reading Rob Morano's article
titled "Baby M" on Monday, I was
initially impressed with his profundity
and indepth knowledge of Jonathan
Swift and the history of Ireland. It made
me wonder, though, what criteria The
Breeze staff uses to determine who
writes in as a guest columnist. Is it the
length of the column or is it the bizarre
analogies that the "columnist" can
produce, such as the one Morano infers
between the impoverished Irish
countryside 250 years ago and the
present suburban New Jersey? After
reading further I realized that Morano
had done a little research on the subject
of surrogate motherhood and the
custody battle between Mary Beth

Whitehead and the Sterns, but
apparently not enough. His article
jumps from his opinion of the
difference between adoption and
"surrogating", and finally to an
ambiguous conclusion.
First of all, I agree with Morano's
statement that the court battle is "a
touchy personal issue." Surrogation is
not, however, "an attempt to liken the
birth process to a form of adoption." It
is, instead, another option. Yes, Rob,
there is an incentive for a woman to
become a surrogate, but it is not solely
the money that drives a woman to give
up nine months of her life to have a
child. It is the incentive of knowing
that by becoming a surrogate, her body
is being used in a positive manner —

starting a life for an unfortunate couple
deprived of this miracle. The surrogate
mother should be paid. Do you realize
that the surrogate mother will be out of
work for two or three months in order
to deliver the baby and recover? Not to
mention the emotional and physical
changes she will have to endure during
her pregnancy.
Secondly, I do not agree with
Morano's statement that Whitehead
should not be forced "contractually" to
tum over the baby to the Sterns. Mary
Beth Whitehead knew far in advance
what the agreement entailed, yet before
the child was bom she fled to Florida in
order to escape relinquishing the child.
She also falsely claimed that the child
was hers and her husband's, yet she

knew that her husband had had a
vasectomy.
I believe that the Sterns deserve
custody of the baby. Mary Beth
Whitehead, with full support from her
husband, applied to become a surrogate
and even claimed that she would do so
"without payment in order to give the
most loving gift of happiness to an
unfortunate couple." Now she is
backing out of this agreement. I fully
believe that the Sterns would do
nothing short of raising the child in a
loving and caring enviroment. They
deserve the chance to do so.
Paige Ann Smith
junior
health science

Early hour construction work part of reality
To the editor:
This letter addresses the students who live near the
dreaded construction site next to Spotswood and
Cleveland halls. First of all. you do have my
sympathy - partially. I live next to a major
highway and must deal with heavy traffic no.se from
tractor-trailers roaring by at all hours and the din of
frequent road repairs which include blasting and
drilling. While this is inconvenient, we all have to
face reality sometime.
Construction crews must begin work at 6 a.m. or 7
a.m. in order to maximize daylight. Starting two

hours later each day reduces work by 10 hours per
week. This much lost lime might mean that Nielsen
Construction Co. would not finish on schedule, and I
doubt that student complaints are going to alter the
demands of a multimillion dollar contract
Construction is a part of modem society. Unless
you move permanently to the "boonies" you will
have this problem to contend with again at some
point in your life. What will we do when we are out
in the "real world" and buildings are being built next
to your apartment or office? Who will you complain
to then, and do you think it would do any good?
•'/-;

"

•

While I can offer you no perfect solution, I submit
that the mature response is to be flexible and try
adapting your schedule to this necessary
inconvenience. I'm not saying it's easy, I'm not
saying it's fun, but I'm afraid this is all part of being
an adult.

David Huddle
senior
music management

••;>•
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Bad deal
President's 'good guy' image has been withered by scandal
To the editor:
I don't want to sound insulting, but Mr.
Testwuide's editorial on Reagan in Monday's issue of
The Breeze seemed to me like a failed attempt to
make the president out to be the good guy, once
again, in a situation that he messed up.
By claiming that the sales of arms to Iran would
prevent the spread of communism and further
terrorism only makes it more obvious how Reagan
failed to do any of those things. The fact is that he
made things worse for us in the long run by
negotiating with the Iranians. Especially after what
this country experienced back at the beginning of the
decade with the Iranian hostage crisis, I doubt many
Americans will feel a lot of excitement about dealing
with a promising future moderate government in that
country.

Also, Mr. Testwuide's idea that Reagan went the
extra mile to make the people of the U.S. understand
the whole Iran/Contra deal and to say that Reagan has
been "...very forthcoming, acting expeditiously to get
to the truth." makes no sense to me after all of the
media coverage of the president saying that he "knew
nothing."
What the entire situation comes down to is the fact
that the president of the United States of America, the
greatest nation on the face of this earth, negotiated
weapons for two years with obviously untrustworthy
people, namely terrorists, in the hopes of freeing
American hostages in that area. The only problem
was that another group of rival terrorists got jealous
and told some nasty journalists. Then the story was
out and Reagan suddenly knew nothing.
Well, Mr. Testwuide, it's too bad you didn't write

your editorial before the hostages were taken this year
because then your ideas may not have looked so
strange. Now I think it's all too clear that our "tough
guy" image is gone for good. Who will be afraid of
us now that the truth has come out that we're not so
tough? "Look at the Americans, they are willing to
trade and negotiate with terrorists."
As a Final note I might add that a former hostage.
Rev. Benjamin M. Weir, was quoted as saying that,
"I personally would regret it if ultimately it were
shown-and I don't think it has been shown-that my
release was contingent upon providing arms to Iran.
Allison Ruddock
senior
political science

Reagan deserves blame for consequences of illegal action
To the editor:
This is in response to Rob Testwuide's column on
the Iran/Contra affair in Monday's Breeze.
Contrary to what Testwuide believes. President
Reagan has indeed lost his power and ability to deal
with other nations, especially those in the Middle
East friendly to the United States. After urging other
nations not to send arms to Iran and take a tough
stand against terrorism, Reagan authorized the
shipments of arms to Iran whose government is a
major sponsor of terrorism. This hurt U.S. credibility
and its effectiveness in conducting a coherent foreign
policy.

Testwuide claims, as Reagan himself has claimed,
that a major objective of the Iran initiative was to
establish a relationship with the "moderate" elements
in Iran. All the evidence that has surfaced so far
contradicts this assertion. A recently released memo
written by the vice president's chief of staff at the
time of the arms sales indicates that the United States
was dealing with the radical elements in the Iranian
government. Another memo by former CIA director
William Casey states that if the arms deal with Iran
is ever revealed, the administration will explain the
deal as a way to establish contact with the moderates
in Iran. The absence of moderate elements in

Ayatollah Khomeini's regime also lays to rest the
administration's claims.
Testwuide refers to Reagan as the "greatest and
most trustworthy leader in our time." The Libyan
disinformation campaign and the Iran/Contra affair
attest to the falsity of this description of Reagan. We
should not blame the Democrats (as Testwuide does)
or the Republicans for the mess Reagan is in. The
blame should be placed on the President himself.
Afshin Farashahi
sophomore
political science

The 'big deal' behind America's Cup
In keeping with the spirit of my last column
(way back when) on the Mets winning the World
Series, I'd now like to take a look at another
sporting event: the America's Cup.
The America's Cup?
You mean, sailing?
Whether most of you know it or not, the Cup
came back home about 3:30 a.m. (EST) last
Wednesday. For the 132 years since its beginning,
the America's Cup had been in America, unul the
Australians captured it in 1983.
Bin deal.
. .
It is a big deal because for the first lime .n the
history of the sport. Americans had to fight to win
their property back - and we won.
I irnag^e a lot of you reading this are sull
thinking, "big deal."
v
But many Americans, and foreigners^ well, are
taking the Cup much more scr.ou.ly. Iis
becoming, in the American way ".ore
institutionalized and commercial. M«nULy^
launched one of the sails on the American boat
sport as a real sport. Sailing enthusiast Ted Turner

has explained, "The weekend sailor has been
shoved out."
Picture non-sailors, ignorant of the sport,
crowded around a TV set for over three hours the
night of the winning race cheering on America's
boat (and being quite obnoxious). Imagine terms
like "tack," "jib," "jig," and even "beat" passing at
free will among the virgin sailors throughout the
room.

THE BEAT
John Trumbo
BIG DEAL.
Even though we were actually not expected to
win, Americans from the San Diego Yacht Club to
Sigma Pi fraternity here at JMU hopped on the
boat (so to speak) and pulled for their country.
Kind of like the USA/USSR Olympic hockey
game in 1980.

(Kind of likc.the Mets??!)
"If I had put a bet on the Cup, it would've been
for Kiwi Magic (an Australian entry)," said senior
Scott Parker. "I was skeptical that America would
win."
^-v_,
Even so, the crew of "Stars andvStripes" bVaved
the salt and wind and Parker and hrs^crew" braved
the wee hours of the morning thirsting (in more
ways lhan one) for America's revenge.
"Revenge is sweet," said Dennis Connor, skipper
of the "Stars and Stripes" when it was all over.
We're talking about a sport.
We're talking about (check this out)
PATRIOTISM.
America's Cup is back in America.
And all of you who missed it, it'll be in San
Diego two years from now.
All of you who might have been awakened in the
night by celebrators, blame Dennis Connor and his
congratulations, and thanks. £ee you in 1989.
It is a big deal.
John Trumbo is a senior majoring in
communication.
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Papers claim U.S. pursuing swap talks
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Newspapers in London and Israel said
Wednesday secret lalks are going on for
a major swap that would free foreign
hostages in Lebanon in exchange for
400 Arab prisoners.
The Israeli newspaper Davar said
Israel and the United States were
negotiating a multinational deal to free
all. captives held, in Lebanon by
pro-Syrian and pro-Iranian groups, with
Israel freeing 400 Arabs.
Dayar, which has close ties to Israeli
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres' Labor
Party, said the deal involved the Swiss
and Syrian governments and the
International Committee of the Red
Cross. The swap would include
releasing the airman captured in October
and three Lebanese Jews seized in Beirut

last year.
The paper dalelined its report from
Washington and quoted unidentified
American and Israeli sources.
An Israeli Foreign Ministry official
refused to confirm or deny the Davar
report.
In Washington on Wednesday, White
House spokesman Marlin Fitzwatcr
insisted anew that the United States is
not involved in talks with Israel about
the hostages and said, "We have not
urged Israel or any other country to be
involved in a deal with the hostage
takers."
The London Times said Wednesday a
"wide-ranging deal" was in the works
involving the four educators, the Israeli
airman and Arab prisoners.
It said the negotiations followed

"months of secret contacts between the
Israelis and guerrilla leaders in southern
Lebanon" through the Red Cross.
Red Cross headquarters in Geneva
denied it was involved in negotiations.
Lebanese Shiitc leader Nabih Bcrri
said there are no talks yet but
indications were positive.
Berri, head of the mainstream Shiite
movement Amal, made the original
proposal on Saturday, setting off a
frenzy of rumors, reports and
speculation on the hostage crisis.
Berri, who also is Lebanon's justice
minister, proposed that Israel free 400
Arab prisoners. In return, Amal would
return a captured Israeli airman, and a
Moslem extremist organization would
free the four kidnapped educators. The
group was threatening to kill the three

Americans and an Indian.
Bcrri told a news conference in
Damascus, the Syrian capital, there
have been no secret negotiations for an
exchange of captives, but he added,
"There are some positive indications
that such a swap can be worked out."
He also cited the decision by Islamic
Jihad for the Liberation of Palestine,
the group which seized four teachers
from Beirut University College on Jan.
24, to extend "until further notice" last
Monday's midnight deadline to kill
them.
The four men are Alan Steen, 47, of
Boston; Robert Polhill, 53, of New
York City; Jesse Turner, 39, of Boise,
Idaho; and Milthileshwar Singh, 60, an
Indian-bom U.S. resident

STATE

Assembly rejects own pay hike
RICHMOND (AP) — Attempts to trim legislators"
pay raises and eliminate state funds for non-profit
groups were rejected Wednesday by the House of
Delegates, which approved $32 million in spending
above Gov. Gerald Bailies' $194 million in budget
changes.
The House also rejected a floor amendment from
Del. Theodore Morrison, Jr., D-Newport News, to
raise legislators' salaries from $11,000 to $15,000 a
year instead of the $18,000 proposed by the
Appropriations Committee.
Morrison said
legislators traditionally have recognized that their
service involves personal sacrifice. He said a $7,000
raise was too much.
Del. Frank Hargrove, R-Hanover, said lawmakers
learned in discussing tax relief that many Virginians
make less than $11,000 a year. "We en when we
raise our salaries to an amount that's more than the
vast majority of the people we represent earn" in their
full-time jobs, he said.

Del. Dorothy McDiarmid, D-Fairfax and
chairwoman of the House Appropriations
Committee, said most of the panel's amendments
address needs in education and human resources.
The Senate, meantime, spent about 40 minutes
reviewing its Finance Committee's recommendations
before approving an additional $87 million in
spending. More than half the money, $49 million,
would come in a bill passed by the Senate that speeds
up collection of sales tax revenues.
In the House, Morrison, objected to several
amendments providing funds for museums and
historical sites. He said the Virginia Constitution
prohibits appropriations for charitable and non-profit
organizations not owned or operated by the state.
Del. Ford Quillen, D-Scott, said the Appropriations
Committee has taken the position that the
Constitution prohibits such expenditures only for
churches or organizations that "are charitable in
nature." He said museums fit into that category.

Legislature highlights:
RICHMOND (AP) — Here are the highlights of
Wednesday's session of the Virginia General
Assembly:
• The House and Senate, after rejecting all floor
amendments, passed their separate versions of die
second-year budget changes for the 1986-88;
bknnium. The differences must be worked out in a
conference committee.
• The House Conservation and Natural Resource
Committee unanimously sen* to the floor a Senate
MB that bans phosphate laundry detergents.
• The conservation commuiee also reported, by a
13-6 vote, a Senate bill requiring hunters lo wear
Maze orange clothing during deer season. TTte
committee amended the bill to conform to a House
measure that was defeated Sunday in a 49-48 »
vote.
I The House Privileges and Elections Commi
delayed until neat week • vote at a Senate bill
anting for a Nov. 3 referendum on wheuY
snduW have a state lottery.

Authorities near end of Finders investigation
(AP) — Investigators in Virginia and
Washington, D.C., said Wednesday
they are nearing the end of
investigations into activities of the
Finders communal group after
uncovering no evidence of wrongdoing.
/

Virginia authorities on Tuesday
excavated at one of the two Madison
County farms used by the Washington
based group but did not find any human
remains, which an anonymous
telephone caller said might be buried

"I don't think anything has turned
up," said Virginia State Police
spokesman Charles Vaughan. "It's
probably pretty well over. We don't
have anything real active to
investigate."
The investigations in several states
were sparked when two adults believed
to be members of the group were
arrested in Tallahassee, Fla., Feb. 4
with six poorly fed and clothed children.
The children remain in state custody
in Florida, where authorities are trying

to determine their identities and those of
their parents.
A Leon County, Florida, judge
Wednesday entered innocent pleas for
Douglas Edward Ammerman, 27, and
Michael Houlihan, 28, both of whom
are charged with one count of
misdemeanor child abuse. The judge
also appointed lawyers to defend them.
The charges stem from allegations of
neglect, not sexual abuse.
Dr. Naham Greenberg, a Chicago

psychiatrist hired by the Florida
Department of Health
and
Rehabilitative Services to evaluate the
four boys and two girls aged 2 to 7,
said the children are generally healthy
and in good spirits.
•

»

Vaughan said Tuesday an informant
lold authorities that bodies might be
found at the Madison County farm
owned by Marion Peuie, 66. a retired
Aw Force master sergeant reputed to be
the leader of the Finders.
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President answers board's questions
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan answered questions from an
investigatory board about the Iran
arms-sale affair Wednesday, as the
White House defended Reagan's refusal
to order two key figures in the case to
testify.
For the second time in 17 days,
Reagan met in the Oval Office with
members of the review board headed by
former Sen. John Tower, R-Texas. He

appointed the panel Nov. 26 to
investigate the secret sale of arms to
Iran and diversion of profits to Contra'
rebels in Nicaragua.
At the request of the board, Reagan
granted a one-week extension unlil Feb.
26, for the panel to submit its final
report. The report originally was due
Jan. 29, but the board was granted an
earlier delay until Feb. 19.
Reporting on Reagan's 70-minute

'Platoon' receives
Oscar nominations
in eight categories
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) — "Platoon," a
searing Vietnam drama that no studio would touch, and
"A Room with a View," a period romance regarded as a
longshot, scored eight nominations apiece Wednesday
to lead the 59th annual Oscar race.
Woody Allen's "Hannah and Her Sisters" and two
surprises, the outer-space sequel "Aliens" and "The
Mission," a church-vs.-state story of colonial Brazil,
wererunners-up with seven apiece.
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences'
4,000-plus voters made these nominations for best
picture of 1986: "Children of a Lesser God," "Hannah
and Her Sisters," "The Mission," "Platoon," and "A
Room with a View."
Besides best picture, "Platoon" garnered nominations
for director, editing, sound, cinematography and
screenplay, and two nominations for best supporting
actor.
It represented sweet vindication for writer-director
Oliver Stone, who spent 10 frustrating years trying to
find backing for the film of his memories as an
infantryman in Vietnam. The independently made film,
distributed by Orion Pictures, is No. 1 at the box
office this week.
Stone also was nominated for "Salvador," a film
about a journalist in war-torn El Salvador, co-written
with Richard Boyle, which hasn't seen wide
distribution yet.

session with the board, presidential
spokesman Mar!in Fit/water said:
"Today's meeting reviewed the National
Security Council process and the
development and execution of the Iran
policy and the president's role. The
president answered all of the board's
questions."
Fitzwater said the board asked for
more time to submit its findings in
order "to comprehensively deal with all

The meeting came one day after the
White House revealed that Reagan had
turned down a request from Tower that
he order former aides John Poindextcr
and Oliver North to appear before the
board and answer questions.

AIDS

Surgeon General backs Doctor accused of lying
network TV condom ads about Liberace's death
WASHINGTON (AP) — Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop toW a House panel on Tuesday that he
favors advertising condoms on network television
because the national health threat posed by AIDS
"overwhelms other considerations."
Koop said that such advertising should promote
disease prevention rather than sexual activity and
that, properly presented, it would provide a valuable
health service.
Designated as the Reagan administration's lead
spokesman on AIDS, the surgeon general did not
slate his position on advertising in his prepared
testimony but expressed strong support for it in
response to questions from members of the Health
and Environment Subcommittee of the House,
Energy and Commerce Committee.
"The threat of AIDS is so great that it
overwhelms other considerations, and advertising, I
think therefore, is necessary in reference to condoms
and would have a positive public health value."
He acknowledged that condoms do not provide 100
percent protection against catching AIDS from an
infected partner but added, "With all the failures and
drawbacks it's the only thing we have in the way of
a barrier." ,
Koop said abstinence is the only sure way to
avoid contracting the disease sexually, but "that's
not terribly realistic in our society."

INDIO, Calif. (AP) — Liberace died of a disease
caused by AIDS, the Riverside County coroner said
Monday, and he accused the entertainer's doctors of
covering up the cause of death.
"Somebody along the line wanted to pull a fast
one on us," Coroner Raymond Carrillo said at a
news conference.
"In layman's terms, Liberace died of an
opportunistic disease caused by acquired immune
deficiency syndrome," he said.
In addition to the fatal disease, Carrillo said
contributing causes of Liberace's death included lung
and heart disease and a hardening, or calcification, of
the valve in the heart.
Carrillo said he believed that Liberace's doctors
covered up the cause of his death. He died
Wednesday at his Palm Springs home at the age of
67.
"The original cause of death did npt make sense,"
he said.
Dr. Ronald Daniels, a physician who treated
Liberace, said the entertainer died of cardiac arrest
due to heart failure brought on by a brain
inflammation.
<
The coroner added that Daniels' failure to report
the correct cause of death would be reported for
possible disciplinary action to California's Board of
Medical Quality Assurance.

Genetic tests used in abortion decisions
NEW YORK (AP) — Some pregnant
women are using genetic tests to find
out the sex of their fetuses and are
getting abortions if it is not the gender
they want, experts say.
The practice, made easier by a new
kind of test, is rare. Testing
professionals said they discourage it as
unethical or a poor use for tests
intended to uncover serious genetic
defects.
While many women seeking such
tests come from cultures that put a
premium on having boys, others want a
girl, testing experts said m recent

the information it has obtained."
Hcrbut Hetu, the board's spokesman,
said more time was sought because of
"a recent acquisition of new material."

interviews.
In one case, a 36-year-old mother of
two boys got an abortion when she
found out her fetus was male, said
Marie Barr, coordinator of the prenatal
diagnosis clinic at Thomas Jefferson
University in Philadelphia.
If unintentionally pregnant, a woman
in her 30s or 40s with three boys may
wish to continue the pregnancy only if
she knows the baby will be a girl, said
Laird Jackson, director of medical
genetics at the university.
The tests are generally pcformed if a
woman has a family history of genetic
disease or,is 35 or older, because-

Camaros stolen
most often in '86

maternal age increases the risk of
DETROIT (AP) — The most
genetic defects.
frequently
stolen car of 1986 was the
Of 2,500 women who have gone
Chevrolet Camaro, according to a
through the procedures at Thomas
company that helps insurance
Jefferson University in about three
companies determine the worth of
years, perhaps 10 have gotten abortions
stolen or demolished cars.
because of the sex of the fetus, said
Certified Collateral is a Chicago
Jackson.
company
that surveys new and used car
Some other women intended to use
dealers
to
determine the fair market
the test for "sex selection" but had a
value
of
cars
reported stolen .
change of heart, while still others had a
Of
74,140
theft claims on which
fetus of the desired sex, he said.
Certified
Collateral
provided market
The unit discourages testing for sex
evaluations
in
1986,653
were on 1984
selection, but Jackson said it cannot
Chevrolet Camaros, 615 on 1985
refuse a woman old enough to qualify
for the test whatever the motives. • M Camaros, and 591 on 1986 Camaros.
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Sunday - Thursday 11 AM to 1 AM
Friday - Saturday 11 AM to 2 AM
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